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Happiness is no other than
soundness
and perfection of
mind. —Antoninus
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THREE CENTS A COPY

Seven Miles Of Wires Laid On Bottom Of Penob
scot Bay By Snow Marine Co.

Stripped bare the trees of fruit and leaves,
The apples, peaches, pears and plums;
All harvested the fields of grain,
As once again Thanksgiving comes.
Crops gathered in, store-houses filled,
Abundance ours throughout the land;
How manifold the gifts of God!
What bounties from His Open Hand!
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We plough the soil, and plant the seed,
But all our labor is in vain;
Except our God who rules the skies,
Sends down the sunshine and the rain.

•••
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FINE OR IMPRISONMENT

God’s faithfulness again we see,
As seasons come and seasons go;

The following clause ln Section
Seedtime and harvest, warmth and cold,
1114 of the Revenue Act of 1936,
The Summer’s sun, the Winter’s snow.
should be read with care:
(a I Any person required under
Grateful are we for daily bread,
this Act to pay any tax, or required
For life sustained and answered prayer;
by law or regulations made under au
Now grant us Lord the heart to give,
thority thereof to make a return,
To those in need, with them to share.
keep any records, or supplj any in
Thanksgiving Day! With joy and sopg,
formation. for the purposes of the
We gather round the festive board;
computation, assessment or collec
For all the gifts that make us glad,
tion of any tax Imposed by this Act.
Acknowledge we thy goodness, Lord.
who willfully fails to pay such tax.
make such return, keep such records,
Henry Felton Huse
or supply such information, at the
North Haven.
time or times required by law or
regulations, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided by law, be
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
WHY NOT HELP YOUR
COUNTY CHAMPION
conviction thereof, be fined not more
than *10,000, or imprisoned for not
FAVORITE BOY WIN
Beatrice Sidelinger of Noblemore than one year, or both, together
THIS RACER?
boro Wins In Food Prepa
with the costs of prosecution.

ration Contest
A higher level of farm family liv
ing ln 1937 resulting from a marked
improvement in farm Income Is fore
cast by the bureaus of agricultural
economics and home economics

The Knox and Lincoln County
champion ln the 1936 4-H Club Foot!
Preparation and Preservation Con
test Is Beatrice Sidelinger of Nobleboro.
Winning of the contest in the
county entitles the champion to the
SALE OF
Servel Electrolux gold medal of
honor which is awarded by the spon
sors of the project.
Of the Late Mrs. Levi Turner
Knox Street,
Thomaston More than 250.000 4-H girls from
141-142 all parts of the United States par
ticipated in the contest competing
for the three college scholarships
which go to national winners to be
announced at the national 4-H Club
Congress in Chicago, scheduled for
the week of November 27 to DecernM. F. Donohue, Prop.
WUl serve one of its famous
ber 5.
The Food Preparation and Preser
vation Contest was conducted by the
National Committee on Boys and
Girls' Club Work. The sponsor of the
From 12.00 to 2.30 P. M.
Make your reservations early
contest is Servel, Inc., of Evansville
Ind. manufacturers of kerosene-op
$1.00 per plate
140-141 erated refrigerators for farm use.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

THE NEW
HOTEL ROCKLAND
THANKSGIVING
DINNERS

A Few Suggestions of the Many
Lines We Carry. The Majority of
These Items Carry From 25% to 50%
Discount As Long As Our Sale Lasts.
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
Both By Us and By The Boys In This
Maytag Toy Racer Contest.

Plumbing and Heating.
Range and Fuel Oils.
Oil Burner Service.
Range and Furnace Burners,
|
Burning Water Heaters.
Oil Burner Parts. Wicks. Bottles, Etc.
Circulating Stoves.
Frigidaire and Electrolux Refrigera
tors (domestic and commercial).
Universal Electric Ranges
Estate Gas Ranges (city or bottled
gas).
Philgas (bottled gas).
Delco Light Plants and Water Pumps.
Vacuum Cleaners.
Washing Machines and Ironers.
IN OUR AUTOMOTIVE DEPT.

THANKSGIVING
CHARITY BALL
WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 25
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
Auspices Kiwanis Underprivileged Child Committee

Each Ticket Purchased Feeds an Undernourished
Child For One Week
Many Prizes Given Away
MUSIC BY

EDDIE WHALEN’S
YANKEE AMBASSADORS
BASKETBALL
Wednesday Night, November 25
THOMASTON GYM
THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL
VARSITY AND JUNIOR VARSITY
VS.
BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE
VARSITY AND JUNIOR VARSITY
FIRST GAME 7.30.
CLIFF FELT, REFEREE

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS
Experience during cold weather prompts the Water
Company to urge its customers to heed the following
suggestions:
1.

Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
order and accessible at all times.

2.

Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3.

Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
bursting from freezing of water.

4.

The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
139-141

International Trucks.
Gasoline and Oils.
Grease and Labor.
Tires tend Tubes.
Car Washing
Tire Repairs.
Generator. Starter and Ignition Work.
Batteries and Battery Charging.
Alcohol
Motor Tune-Up.
Armatures, Points.
Motor Brushes, Distributor Caps.
Hot Water Heaters and Thermostats.
Switches of all kinds.
Head Lamps and Parte.
Shock Absorbers and Parte.
Brake Lining.
Wind 'Shield Wiper Repairs.
Piston Rings.
Gaskets.
Klaxon Horns.
Hydraulic Brake Repairs.
Carburetors, Parte and Service.
New Departure and Hyatt Bearings.
Harrison & Long Radiators.
Radiator Repairing.
General One-Stop Service
Largest Stock of Automotive Parts
and Most Up-To-Date Specialized
Service Between Portland and Ban
gor. A United Motors Service Station.
A National Organization.

The new seven-mile telephone
cable between Owl's Head and North
Haven was successfully laid Satur
day under weather conditions that
seemed made for the occasion. The
blustery weather which had charac
terized most of November gave place
to a day of comparative calm, and
with the exception of a light swell
there was nothing to hinder the
progress of the work.
The feat was performed by the
Snow Marine Company under the di
rection of Capt John I. Snow and
Lewis Gray of Bangor, a foreman
for the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company, which owns the
cable system.
The fleet which conducted the
cable laying comprised the tugs
Somers N. Smith and John Chester
Morrison, motorboat Hugh, steam
lighter Sophia and a car float which
carried more than 36.00 feet of cable.
The mainland end of the cable was
made fast at Owl's Head at 9.20
a. m. and 2 hours and 10 minutes
later the North Haven end was being
dragged ashore at Crabtree’s Point.

There remained at the end of this
task about 1700 feet of unused line,
the extra having been taken along
for emergency purposes.
Fifty men engaged in the cable-,
laying task watched the progress of
the work as the fleet made its way
across the bay. and there was a look j
of serene contentment on their faces
when the moment came for them to;
enjoy their lunch.
The new cable is somewhat larger
than the one it replaces, and which
has been in constant service the past
26 years. The old line had become
rather “stormy" and patrons will find
the new line entirely to their liking.
It contains 14 pairs of wires, pro
tected on the outside by a jute cover,
a spiral steel cover, a composition
rubber coating and finally a lead
pipe, one inch in diameter, in which
the 28 rubber insulated wires are
carried. A tremendous amount of
preliminary work was necessary.
Congratulations are due the tele
phone workers, the Snow Marine
Company and Supt. Thomas C. Stone
ln whose district the cable comes.

EQUIPPING THE NEW BUILDING
The Drive Is Steadily Gaining Momentum—
What One Committee Has To Do
The most interesting assignment of | hall, makes an instant appeal. It
all committees in the big Community j
seat about 200 persons, has an
Building drive Ls that faced by Dr./‘tractive little stage, toilet facilities
.......
| and an all-glass circular front with a
William Ellingwoods group which is ,
. .
,
..
B
; pleasant, view. This room has di
making a thorough study of the vital
connect|on via dumb waiters
problem of what furniture and with the kitchen, hence lends itself
equipment shall be used. The re admirably to dinner and luncheon
sponsibility wil! be shared equally by parties.
• • • •
a woman's group which will work in
Due to the holiday and to matters
close co-operation on this very im- needing completion at the building
portant angle of the big job of rais- | the meeting of the general commiting funds and equipping the splen
did new building.
This committee will have final au
thority on all furniture and equip
ment from kitchens to auditorium,
from ticket offices to the stage. It
is of vital importance that the fur
nishings and equipment be right and |
the committees under Dr Ellingwood
and his co-chairman will see to it i
that those selections are properly
made. No hasty or ill advised de
cisions will be in order. The names
of the full commiflee will be pub
lished in the near future and it will j
be a group in whose ability, taste,
vision and financial judgment the |
public can have full confidence
The placing of the sashes makes a
vast improvement in the structure.
The windows carry horizontal rather
than vertical bats, making a very at
tractive arrangement. The heavy
doors for the foyer are already on
the lot and will soon be in place.

In many an American home scene* like this on Thanksgiving. And all be

cause we are not entangled in the troubles of poor, war-torn Europe

MADE SIX BREAKS

WORKED FISH-HAWK DEGREE

Two of Them Were In Knox
County-Police Say Trio One Feahire
Confessed
1
|

Qj vinalhaven Reunion In Boston
,

—0. V. Drew a Live Toastmaster

Forrest E. Witham of Bath and ,
Chester Prine and Walter Prout of1
Freeport were arraigned before Re- .
wventll annual Vinalhaven
corder Ensign Otis yesterday on two; reunlon was held
Boston, at the
of the six breaking, entering and lar. ®
.v
„ usual rendezvous, the Twentieth Cenceny cases with which they are
charged in Knox, Lincoln and Cum- j tury club' 3 Jo? street' Beacon HUI,
on the night of Nov. 14, and some
berland Counties.
They were arrested through the ef 148 Vinalhaven Fish-hawks gathered
forts of Ralph A. Price an investi around the banquet (able and en
gator for the Bureau of Criminal In joyed the festivities of the evening.
vestigation, who states that the trio
The Fish-hawks began to gather at
confessed their guilt on all of the
an
early hour and many were the
cases with which they are charged.
The arraignments here yesterday I surprise greetings, with friendly
were for the larceny of a battery ■ handclasp and warm smile, as old
from Barter s Service Station i" , acquaintances were renewed. So
Union, and a nickel machine from , ,,
,
..
, . ...
„
„
. —, ,
„ busily engaged were they ln talking
Creamer's Garage at Stickney's Cor- |
ner in Washington.
over oW ttmes that 11 was hard 10
On each of these two counts they j break them up but at the sound of
were held in the sum of *1000 each Toastmaster O. V. Drew's big fog
for the February term of Superior horn, which was used throughout the
evening as a signal for attention,
Court
Dr. William Ellingwood who heads
The Lincoln County breaks were at tongues were stilled, and the gather
the most interesting committee of the Merrill Farm Filling Station in ing sat down to a splendid turkey
the drive
Waldoboro, where a nickel machine dinner the menu of which follows—

[Old Nest.' Vinalhaven, we salute
you."
The five gallon Jug of Watering
Trough spring water provided by the
toastmaster for this ceremony, ar
rived too late for lt, but later in the
evening was consumed by Vlnalhavenltes, some of whom h^d not
tasted this locally famed clear spring
water, since childhood.
During the evening, the program
of which ls given below, parodies
prepared by the toastmaster, and
full of local hits, were sung with
“wim and wigor" one of the most
popular being the Vinalhaven ver(Continued on Page Four)
ONE BUSY INDUSTRY

Employing more workers than at
any time since the World War, and
announcing Its need for more, the
famous Krupp munitions works ln
“VINALHAVEN MEMORIES MENU"
Essen, Germany, observed its 125th
Ames' Farm Tomato Soup
Calderwood's Neck Style
anniversary Friday.
More than
Fred Geary's Roast Turkey
Pequot Dressing
East Boston Gravy
100.000 are on the Krupp payroll.
Green's Island Cranberry Jelly
"Bub" Leadbetter's
During the war the average was
Republican Potatoes, Mashed
about one hundred seventy-one
"Joe" Calderwood's
Democratic Squash. Buttered
thousand In the early days of 1914
'Tina Blsset's Hot Rolls
—while Germany was strengthening
Oatmeal Flavor
Old Bakery Orange Peel Bread
herself Just before the struggle
Llncolnesque
Grapefruit and Green Pepper Salad
started—the Krupp factories had
(“Man Eaters" Club Style)
80,000 employees.
"Till" Turner's

and stockings were stolen, and at Lud
tec scheduled for Friday has been set wig's Garage in Waldoboro, where a
The floor of the auditorium will ahead until Tuesday. Dec. 1. at Com nickel machine and cigarettes were
rest on steel stringers which will munity Building at 2 o'clock
stolen. The Lincoln County cases in
lock the maple flooring in place. Tlie
court will be handled by State Pa
steel is held firmly by permonent
What a value! ... 50 of the fa trolman Ray Foley and Stanley
fastenings in the concrete base floor mous Rytex Christmas Cards printed Poland.
which requires drilling and is neces with your name, and 50 envelopes to
The two breaks in Cumberland
sarily a slow process.
match ... for only *1.00, postage 10 County were made at Freeport.
• • • •
It was said to be Prout's first of
cents. Don't fail to see the new
The machine for raising the $10,000 samples before it is too late, at The fense, but that Witham and Prine
equipment fund is slowly swinging Courier-Gazette.
Butterscotch Pecan Sundae
have twice before done time.
Carrie Cassie's Cake
into action. The big job cannot be
(C.C.C. Style)
Gene Hall's
done in a month or six months so
Hercules Coffee. Hen Fruit Added
the committee intends to build solid
(Don't That Settle It?)
ONE VOTE WITH EVERY 25c
ly an organization that will carry
Although, for the sake of conven
PURCHASE
the job to completion. Hence haste
ience. turkey was the “piece de
is being made slowly with plans for
Example 50 gal. Range Oil $450
resistance” of the evening, the motto
18 Votes
many activities steadily maturing.
of the Vlnalhavenite is always “Eat
It will need the co-operation of all
More Fish'' and that slogan was
heartily endorsed by all present,
TOY RACER CONTEST ENTRIES citizens and business houses to coast
along smoothly. No city wide can
while some of the Boston folks went
Frederick Perry
vass is planned but all persons inter
Christie Adams
so far as to say they would swap it
Williams
ested in making the building nearer Roland Weed, 34, of Stonington, Cousins, had been favored with the all for some good salt fish and 'tatHarry Graves
completion through gifts should get died Saturday morning after having attentions of Weed until recently. ers.
Alvah Graves
follow an attracin touch with George B. Wood, Dr. been shot, allegedly by his house- when he
The following toast was proposed
Parker Worrey
„
..
... . .e tion for 8 younger woman. She had by the toastmaster and drunk stand
Ellingwood or Lincoln E. McRae of ,keeper, Mrs.
Roger Harvey
Amelia Merchant, 45.
warned him to come home on Friday ing by the entire assemblage: “Here’s
Arthur Brewer
the initial gifts committee.
who is said to have resented the at night.
W. H. Weed
W 9 • »
I to our native town. That little spot
Charles Weed
Some time before the shooting, of rugged granite hills and valleys,
A parking space capable of hand tentions he was paying to a young
Clifford Cameron
ling a large number of cars is being er and more attractive woman.
Cousins said, Mrs. Merchant had that restful asylum of pine cone and
Earl Conner
built,
on the western side of the Mrs. Merchant was remanded to taken a .22 calibre target pistol from king spruce, the brightest jewel that
Alton Drinkwater
building. The traffic problem of the Ellsworth jail without bail by the home of Mr. and Mrs. Norman rises from the sapphire seas of the
Richard Robbins
Henry Dodge
section will be greatly relieved by the Recorder Paul Scott of the Western Webber, who employed her as a part- Gulf of Maine. Long may she stem
Robert Pettee
cutting back of the Union-Limerock Hancock Municipal Court. She will time domestic. She had then gone to the surging seas of Old Atlantic, long
Francis Harmon
street corner to -the tree which gives be held for murder for the April a local store and purchased ammuni- may she bask in the wine like
Harvey Curtis
much more space. There is some session of the Hancock County grand tion, Cousins said.
warmth of her summer suns, and be
Harry Curtis
Charles Crockett
question as to the value of the tree jury.
When Weed returned to his refreshed by t the cool breezes that
Heman Pinell
to the general decorative scheme of The fatal shooting of Weed was home, Cousins said, Mrs. Merchant sweep in from a friendly sea. Long
Dudley Harvey
followed by quick remorse on the part
the plant.
and he engaged in an altercation, may her fledglings live to soar the
Donald Robbins
of his middle-aged admirer, accord
•
•
•
•
following which Weed went to bed. wide expanse of blue above and green
Kent Glover
A meeting of the full dance com ing to Chief of Police Reuben W.. He was shot in bed according to beneath, and as long as they do live,
Stewart MacAlman
Clifford Colson
mittee, men and women will be held Cousins of Stonington, who said Cousins.
may their wings ever be broad and
Walter Glen Kenney
Monday night at 8 o'clock at the that Mrs. Merchant, after the shoot
strong,
that they may fly to the ut
Cousins, High Sheriff Harold Hodg
Janies Economy
ing had called for help from neigh
Central Maine rooms, Main street.
termost ends of the earth, and there,
kins.
and
Medical
Examiner
Charles
• • • •
bors as Weed lay mortally wounded
wherever they may be, may her FishTo those who have visited the within the house she shared with B. Knowlton attended the brief hear hawks build their nests in peace and
McLOON
ing
before
Recorder
Scott
Saturday
building the upstairs assembly room, him.
security, that they may for many
SALES & SERVICE
Mrs. Merchant, according to
years to come, pay tribute to ‘The
21 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND, ME. sometimes referred to as the tower
(Continued on Page Four)

STONINGTON’S FATAL SHOOTING

Roland Weed Was Victim Of Jealous House*
keeper, Island Officials Allege

Rytex Christmas Caras are used by
prominent Movie Stars, writers, art
ists and Social Leaders ... yet their
price is only 50 for *1.00, Including
your name on the cards and 50 en
velopes to match. See the new 1936
samples at The Courier-Gazette.
Postage 10c.—adv.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
K I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes ls a
loss ot happiness —Charles Darwin.

LITTLE BOY BLl'E

The little toy dog is covered with dust.
But sturdy and staunch It stands;
And the little toy soldier ls red with
rust.
And his musket he molds ln his hands.
Time was when the tittle toy dog was
new
And the soldier was passing fair.

And that was the time when our Little
Boy Blue
Kissed them and put them there.

"Now don’t you go till I come,” he said,
"And don't you make any nolBe!"
So toddling off to his trundle-bed
He dreamed of the pretty toys.
And as he was dreaming, an angel song
Awakened our Little Boy Blue—
Oh, the years are many, the years are
long,
But the little toy friends are true.

Ay. faithful to Little Boy they stand.
Each ln the same old place.
Awaiting the touch of a little hand.
And the smile of a little face
And they wonder, as watting these long
years through.
In the dust of that little chair.
What has become of our Little Boy Blue.
Since he kissed them and put them
there.
—Eugene Field

The Courier-Gazette

IN STRICKEN MADRID

SELECTED POEMS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Prom his earlier three books of
poetry, Wilbert Snow, the Maine
poet, has chosen 75 for a new offer
ing of selected poems, some of which
have been oot of print and others
available only in anthologies, while
a few are new.
It is a welcome volume, giving a
more complete picture of this poet,
who was born at White Head and
who for years has spent his sum
mers at Spruce Head near Rockland.
It sets forth more adequately than
ever before the profound interest
Snow has in Maine scenery and
people. He has loved them with all
his heart. Their tragedies and their
quaint humor have touched him.
That he is a skilful interpreter will
be recalled from his former volumes,
LANDON NOT TO RON which bore the significant titles.
■'Maine Coast." “The Inner Harbor."
Kansan Will Not Be a Candi- and "Down East.

How

are such

“

Madrid Bombed!

of Rebel Forces!

We put you under the
microscope and

here’s what we found.
That you are going somewhere
Thanksgiving and that you want
to be as welt* dressed as anything

around or on the table.

That you have a dozen other finan
cial irons in the fire . . . that you

SOUTHERN WINTER
CRUISE

CONTEST

Ask For Your Votes

■ r

Connecticut, where he is now a professor.
Edwin Valentine Mitchell of Hartford. Conn., is the publisher of the
book. —From the Lewiston Saturday
Journal.

_____
The Social Security Board, through
its acting chairman. Arthur J.
Altmeyer, has branded as a fraud 1
and deliberate fabrication the so- 1
called social security form that has
suddenly been broadcast. The state legal authority to do so. Further
more, the authors of this canard
ment by thc Board said:
There ls not the slightest particle must know tliat it is a fraud, beof truth in statements issued today cause as far back as Jan. 17 the
and in forms cirulated claiming that! Social Security Board issued a public
the Social Security Board will re- ! statement which was published
quire information concerning church by newspapers and trade joum- [
affiliations, labor-union affiliatons. als throughout the country denying '
personal physical defects, whether a I the same sort of fraudulent claim
worker is divorced, whether he owns , made at that time. '*'*
his home, the reason for his dis-1 "For the administration of the
charge from a job if hc has been ' Social Security Act, the Board will I
discharged, or other items of an inti- ' require only a few simple facts as '
mate personal nature.
| to the name, age, address, and place [
'The Social Security Board has | of work of tlie individual. It has•
no need for such information. It has absolutely no need for and will not
no intention of ever seeking such require the information pointed to
Information. It has never had any by heavy arrows on the fraudulent |
such intention. In fact, it has no forms which are being circulated."

Trade At Contest Stores
PERRY'S MAIN ST. MARKET
PERRY’S PARK ST. MARKET

GREGORY’S
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
CRIE HARDWARE STORE

SENTER CRANE CO.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
CRIE'S GIFT SHOP

H. H. CRIE CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE

M. B & C. O. PERRY
COAL AND WOOD YARD
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

Madrid Loyalists

An
old-fashioned
“ear-muff" general trend toward comparatively
winter
with
plenty
of
skating
and warm, dry winters that has been in
of Capture! Thus read terse headevidence for a quarter of a century
sledding for youngsters and higher
has reached its peak and a down
' lines of the current history of the
fuel and clothing bills for adults ls ward swing toward cooler, wetter
Spanish capital as Rebels attack it the “best guess" of weather experts
winters has begun.
\
and Loyalists defend it. keeping it in m Washington. D. C.
“Longtime weather forecasts are
Officially, the government special not undertaken with the data now
the public eye
ists are silent on weather predictions available but (bureau veterans) be"One of Europe's eight big capi- of more than a week. They limit de-' lieve It ls reasonable to suppose that
I tals, Madrid is the largest city to tailed local forecasts to 36 hours.
ln the light of past weather perforBut they recognize that longtime mances Winters may average colder
suffer serious damage from modern
■ warfare." $ays a bulletin from the trends from “hot and dry" eras to and wetter the next few years."
those that are "cold and wet" are
Dr. C. G. Abbott of the SmithsonWashington. D. C.. headquarters of
true. The country, they believe, now lan Institute, who has been experi
the National Geographic Society. ls entering the latter cycle.
menting with long-range forecasting
This does not mean the Weather through solar radiation studies,
"Rapid recent growth has given it a
I million
inhabitants,
approaching Bureau is officially forecasting a agreed with this trend.
Barcelona, the only larger city in | hard winter with blizzards, cold1 Scientists here are politely amused
waves and heavy snow this year, ex- j at the winter forecasts fro m“natural <
Spain.
perts insisted, but that a series of signs." They say Mother Nature often
wetter and cooler winters appears fools squirrels who store large nut
supplies, wild animals w*ho grow
I probable.
f
f—\
Since the World War there has heavy coats of fur, or farmers who
k *'
been a cycle of warm, mild winters. say a loose, thin husk on corn indi
& x
That this ls ending ls indicated by cates a mild Winter.
this cautious Weather Bureau state- Even the traditional migratory
birds' flights cannot be trusted, they
' ment.
“There is some evidence that the argue.

Repulse Invaders!

GREGORY’S

Social Security Board Denies coUege Jn Oregon at Indiana unl.
It Seeks Certain Personal versity, and finally at Wesleyan in

s Eyes prOphesied By Experts In Wahington—But They
»
a
°
Admit
They
’
re
Guessing
Madrid in Sigh,

w hich the w orld
Are Now Trained’

I "Advice to a Clam Digger," “Cordhave got to get style without a
ton Word
i wood and Driftwood," “A North
penalty . . . elass without a call
easter," “Cove at High Water,"
Chairman Hamilton of the Re
from the bank.
“Coast Cathedral," "Fog." "Spruces,"
publican national committee an ‘•The (Hungry Shark"—one of his
In other words, you want the finest,
nounced Thursday that he would best-known poems—"Wave Music," most becoming Thanksgiving suit
maintain a skeleton organization "The Paving Quarry." "Morning by
your money will buy and without
headquarters in Washington for the the Sea." "Driftwood." “Sea Coast
wasting words, we say . . . here
party and that he expected to be in Revisited," “High Water Slack,"
“Clean as These Rocks." “Ground- it is.
the capital except at such times as
swell," and “Tide Cycle"!
Your choice of fabrics . . • 1937
he may be in the field preparing for
There are inland poems, too, None choice of models and Rockland s
the fight four years hence.
could forget his ‘Country Funeral"
choicest valves
in Gregory’s
The chairman declined to discuss with its poignant expose of ruthless
Thanksgiving
suits.
Gov. Landon's intentions or his poll- ; exploitation by the suave undertaker! A familiar picture is 'Taking
tical prospects but from reliable
$20 to $40
Away the Banking, that sets
Sources it is learned here that Gov.
"----- fanc'es spinning
Landon has decided not to be a More rapidly than blooming hours of
Christmas Slippers
candidate again for the Presidency When May
all the hills of Ood kept holiday."
$3.00 to $4.00
and that a statement to that effect
Then there is the home-spun plcsoon will be issued by him.
, ture of "Mailtime." with its coterie
Cocktail Jackets
Chairman Hamilton apparently ,
.
,,
'■e ° “J of village characters, as well as an
faces the future with some degree of equally vivid portrayal of the “Coun
$7.50
optimism.
try Dance. ’ No less true to the |
'There were 16.000.000 Americans
Wool Hose
experience of oldtimers in New Eng-1
who voted for Gov. Landon," said land is his "Prayer Meeting," which
35c to $1.00
Chairman Hamilton at a press con at length has immortalized some-1
ference. "We cannot let them go by.” thing vital to natives of this region 1
“The Republican party had ample
in years gone by. Some critics have i
funds with which to conduct the accused Snow of irreverence. But j
campaign. It would have made no most readers see his word-painting ’
difference if we had had more money.
as merely true to life—faithful to the
I will say this—if President Roose
last detail.
velt had been the Republican candi
There's the unusual story of “The
416 MAIN ST, BOCKLAND, ME.
date and bucking the same condi
Leather Man" who paid peculiar
tions Gov. Landon was bucking, he
penance for his sins by endless wand
could not have been elected. The erings. Equally interesting charactermain issue in the campaign was the sketches include "Mike,” who went
issue of the pocketbook and the ap
A WASHINGTON BREAK
back to Ireland to die; "Captain
parent good times."
George." whose ghost long kept vigil
Hamilton said he hoped the Re
at his lonely shack; "George Mc- i Grenno St. Pierre of Washington.
publicans in Congress would hold
Goon," with his quaint replies to7 all charged with breaking, entering and
frequent caucuses to determine what problems of "I don’t know, well, I'
larceny at the garage of Norman W
policies and what legislation they
don't know"; and "The Ballad of
would back. He admitted the small
Fradd. was being arraigned in Mu
Poor Annie," the village fool.
Republican membership of 17 in the
The last score of poems are son nicipal Court when The Courier-Ga
Senate and the fact the Republican
nets. fashioned as a skilful work zette went to press. The stolen arti
Senators did not see eye to eye might
man should fashion them. Here are cles included a logging chain and two
make a cohesive opposition to the
classic themes. 'To John Milton"
auto plates. The arrest was made
Administration difficult.
and “Rheims Cathedral"; and na
Hamilton said he hoped individual
ture themes. His last offering is by Sheriff Ludwick.
Republican Senators would fight for
"Valediction
policies and legislative proposals in
More boys wanted at once to enter
"Let there be gulls crying when I go.
line with the Republican national Let there be great waves crumbling on, ,
.. .
the
Shore;
the
contest to get the Maytag gasoplatform and the issues developed in
Come. Stream, and warm my flight, ,,
.
_ .
.
When I go out to meet the enfolding! line propelled racer free Apply Mcthe campaign.
nlght."
The Republican party, Hamilton
Loon Sales & Service, 21 Limerock
The book ls bound in blue cloth,
predicted, would stage a comeback in
street, Rockland—adv.
good time. Meantime its duty will be as blue as the blue spruces he loves
to conduct itself as a militant and so well. It belongs to Maine.
On the Jacket one finds a brief
constructive minority. He said he
did not expect development of a new skit of Snow's life. His father was
and strong third party. He hoped In the coast-guard crew; a brother
Republicans in Congress would not is still in that service. Wilbert left
oppose, for partisan reason only, i school at 14 to become a lobsterlegislative proposals advanced by the catcher and seiner. Later he walked
President.
f°ur miles back and forth to finish a
With Gov. Landon definitely out four-year high school course in two.
as a prospective Presidential candiThen came his college experience
date four years hence Republican ] at Bowdoin, made possible by a
Interest at the moment will center In scholarship. There he won Phi Beta
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg of Kappa honors and was graduated In
Michigan.
07. Two y«ars of study at Columbia
Vandenberg has been one of the preceded his teaching at New York
most effective critics of the Roose- ; university, at Bowdoin and at Wilvelt Administration and one of the liams colleges. After a year in
most effective Republican speakers. ' Alaska, teaching Eskimos came a
Two new and youthful Republican period with archeologists in Utah
Senators, both from New England. ’ and Arizona. He lost a position at
also will be in the limelight. They Utah University because he took the
are Lodge of Massachusetts and jxilitical stump against Reed Smoot.
Bridges of New Hampshire. —Charles Mormon apostle, who was candidate
L. Groves in the Boston Globe.
1 for the U. S. Senate.
____________ j During the World War Snow bein contest stores
BRANDED AS FALSE
came a skilled artilleryman, teach_____
1 ing this brand at mobilization camps. One vote with every 25c
„ . , „
.
D
inLater came faculty service at Reed
•

-

A COLD AND WET WINTER

Spain’s Unfortunate City On

Prof. Wilbert Snow Has Pub
The path of the just is as the
lished 75 of Them In Book
shining light, that shineth more and
Form
more. —'Prov. 4: 18.

date In 1940 Is Washing-,

Every-Other-Day
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Madrid on Verge

IS A CENTURY OLD
In d«(«na« ol Mad
rid — Loyalist wo
men soldiers
shown
defending
the capitol ot
Spain Altho' late
cable reports ad
vise us General
Franco s army has entered the city
and is setting up his government.

2 BLENDS * 2 PRICES
RED LABEL
I
BROWN LABEL
America’s finest quality | High quality, low price

"SALADA”
TEA

807

^hee
Eocc/iuaUz QiuJttjui, Ccmvfo'd,

THE WOES-OF ADAM

Fort Point Lighthouse Has The Bowdoin Football Coach
Weeps When He Thinks ot
Important Anniversary—
Graduation Inroads
So Does Keeper

Lirzh, eaeh,

PflLmER ^uZ^mflTTRESS

Prospects for another strong foot
The Fort Point Lighthouse ended
Sunday Its first century of showing ball team at Bowdoin depend entirely
mariners where Penobscot Bay ends on how the freshmen backfield
material develops. Bowdoin will be
and Penobscot River begins.
i
Simultaneously. Its keeper, Capt. well fortified ln the line despite the
Like Washington, D. C. Madrid Arthur A. Mitchell, completed hls fact that several key men are :
was chosen as a capital while it was 25th year in the Lighthouse Service graduating, but it is doubtful If next
still a sparsely populated place
The ught station was built within year's sophomore back will be on
When first encountered by Castilian a few yards Of the ruinea breast- par with, the men who will be lost
monarchs. it was the scarecrow for- works of the colonial lortification through graduation.
tifiration Majrit, built by Moors to which gave Fort Point Its name.
In the line Bowdoin. will lose
frighten 10th century Christian.'
in 1759 Thomas Powtnall, royai I George Griffith and Dan Healey
away from the north approach to governor of the Massachusetts Bay' tackles. Dick Clapp guard and Bill
their stronghold Toledo. Toledo now Colony, landed at the point with 136; Burton, center. The real toll will
is a provincial town of 20 000.
men, took possession of the land be taken from the backfield with
Higher, Drier, and
Larger Than thereabouts In the name of the King. Jack Reed, Captain Sawyer, Bobbie
and built a block-house named Foil Gentry and Ara Karakashian leav
Capital of U. S.
"Th,
Pownall.
ing. Herman Creiger, reserve center;
OUXIXNTIIB •»
"As capital, Madrid is about as old
George Bass, reserve tackle, Evon
Historians
contend
that
Pownall's
Good Housekeeping
as St Augustine, Florida. It was
Davis, guard; and Dick Barksdale,
«S AOWtllUD
made the seat ol government by claim of the country about the Pe
substitute back, also graduate.
nobscot
River
enabled
American
Philip U. presumably because he
To make it interesting for you to discover for your own self
This leaves Adam Walsh all of his
commissioner, in framing the Paris
the marvelous comfort features of this new kind of mattress,
liked the weather.
we make you this liberal offer of a pure silk-filled comfortTreaty of 1783, to insist upon the ends, including this year's starters.
"Its climate is described by sar
made to match the mattress in color and design! Both are
St. Croix River, rather than the Pe-1 Dave
and Fred Newman, and
donic Spanish humorists as th?
yours at the regular nationally advertised price of the mat
nobscot. as the Eastern Boundary of 1 their substitutes, Dan Hanley, Ed
tress—$39.50. This mattress is actually covered with four
world's worst for a capital. Vaiia
the United States.
Curran, Andy Cox and Walter
comforts and quilted by an exclusive method. It is tuftless
lions
are
so
extreme
that
merelyto
„„„
th.
Captain Mitchell and his famllv] Or«era 11 leav«8 th« substitute tackand cannot hollow—stretch—or lump because the quilting
method binds the filling material in place! See this gorgeous
.distill obtain water from a well that les- Nelson Corey, Bill^roe. who saw
mattress before our Free Comfort offer expires. It will not
side of a street is to court a chill
Pownall's men dug at the fort, which t’uite a lot of service, Harold Ashbe repeated next year.
yet summers are reminders that it [
was burned by the British during the kenaz>'. regular right guard; Basil
is Europe's most "tropical” capital, j
Nicholson, who alternated with Bur
Revolutionary War,
Winters bring piercing cold because [
ton at center; Johnny Frye. Bennie
it is Europe's highest capital. The '
Karsokas. Dave Soule, Bobbie Smith,
STRAND THEATRE
altitude ls about 2000 feet
Oakley Melindy, backs with varsity
’•In (Its exalted location, Spain's
experience.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
capital is strikingly contrasted to I The screen story relates the adAmong this year's reserves who
I ventures of a great big fellow, attracthat of 4he United States, enjoying '
will
be
available
are.
William
Tootell,
I tive to women, who is a fool for
the very opposite of Washington's
Simeon Aronson, and Jim Hepburn
blondes. He is a giant of a man who
oppressive humidity. The Spanish
tackles, Dud Tyson, Dave Walden,
1 turns out steel for a living, and lets
skyline ls pierced by taller buildings,
Tom Dugan. Duncan Whitehill, Fred ,
; the girl he loves steal away his judgfor Washington's skyscrapers are
Tukey, Fred Jealous and Louis j
I ment. Then he reaches the point Garcelon, guards; George Reardon. I
limited to about a dozen floors.
I where he is tom between two
Madrid has the advantage of a sub
center; Vincent Welch and Buss
I blondes. He must choose between a
way and of underground routes for
Loane ends; Clauds Frazier. Johnny comely widow and a gay young cutie
hurrying pedestrians across crowded
Cartland, Howard Currier, Fergus
with plenty of meaning in her Upham, Red Rowson. backs.
streets.
’ glances. He's a hard guy. but soft
If Charlie Gibbs and Howard Soule
"As in Washington. Madrid's main
. cn dames. The solution of his are available, it will strengthen the
streets converge toward a focal spot,
dilemma provides an intease climax backfield materially, "but it is dif
Puerto del Sol. They are flanked
j for the offering.
ficult to state now, whether they
with splendid buildings. UU and
Binnie Barnes is ravishing as the j wm have recovered from leg injuries
studded with ornaments in lavish
Spanish style. The post office, or girl who leads him a merry chase, suffered in early season practice
Palace of Communications, ls so The glamorous widow is portrayed by | sufficiently, to ever play football j
cathedrallike that it has been nick ! Jean Dixon. Between them both 1 again. These two backs are among 1
Victor McLaglen is kept very busy the most promising sophomores to
named 'Our Lady of Letters.'
William Hall, tall and handsome, is report this fall, but both were initerarj and Art as Hell as Political seen as the menace. Henry Armetta jured before the season opened and
tenter of Nation
contributes his humorous lnterpreta-1 neither was able to take part in a
“Like Washington's Mall Madrid [ tion to the picture.—adv.
single game.
has a tree-bordered promenade, I
park, and driveway slicing through [
the city, the Grand Avenue of'
• The greatest feature that ever
Liberty Here automobiles and car
distinguished a washer is the square,
riages cross paths with creaking ox!
one-piece, cast-aluminum tub. It is
Any
Maytag
carts rumbling to market or back to
exclusive with Maytag—superior in
may le had with
outlying farms.
washing ability, convenience and
famous gasoline
durability. Thc sediment trap collects
“Facing this drive are some of the
Multi -Motor.
loosened particles of dirt and keeps
city's famous structures. The ex
•
the water clean. A wide flange keeps
tensive Royal Palace is said to have 1
Sce the new
water from, splashing out. Handy,
5.25-17
5.25-18
6.00-16
excited Napoleon's envy as he placed
Maytag Ironct
hinged lid. Easy payment plan.
$6.85
$6.85
his brother on the throne there. The 1
$7.50
long brick Prado Gallery Ls perpetual j
Limerock Street
McLOON SALES & SERVICE,
proof that Madrid is the art center
Main Street
HOUSE-SHERMAN,
Inc.,
5.50-19
5.50-17
6.25-16
of the country. A statue of Cer
10-22-M
$6.85
THE MAYTAG COMPANY • MANUFACTURERS •
FOUNDED 1113
•
NEWTON. IOWA
vantes. flanked by figures of Don
$6.95
$7.50
Quixote and Sancho Panza, is a re- 1
minder that Madrid is also the lit
5.25-21
6.00-18
6.00-17
erary center.
$6.95
$7.50
$7.50
“The Royal Armory has a large I
collection of 'the medieval grace of
iron clothing.' Here Spains history
is recorded, as much of it was made,
in armor. Armor for horses, for men,
and a number of historical weapons
is on the way and ‘ ‘cold snaps will begin
32x6
30x5
6.00-20
are assembled here—steel, iron, sil
to occur shortly. Stock up with D&H
$14.95
$11.85
$9.75
ver; black and gold, gilded, and white
Cone-Cleaned Anthracite and you are
shells to protect human frailty from
adequately equipped for any change in
These tires are designed for all winter driving. This tread as
friends and enemies. Wellington's
the weather. It has the draft-obedience
sures
you
of
safe
traction
through
mud,
snow
and,
water.
They
pull
sabre and the sword of Hernando
to save your pocketbook and the heating
much better than ordinary tires with chains.
Cortes are among the relics.
"Madrid is also the geographical
power to keep you vjprnt
E;uip your car now for safer winter driving.
center of Spain. One reason for its
MOUNTED FREE
selection as capital was, perhaps, its
location in almost the exact middle1
TEL. 487 ROCKLAND
of the country. The commercial
center of Spain, however, is still
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Barcelona. To the latter's New York
role, Madrid plays Washington."

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Product of the Foster Brothers Mfg. Co.

MAYTAG

the washerwith.
cast-aluminum

FOR SAFE
Winter Driving

TRUCK AND BUS SNOW TIRES

MILLER’S GARAGE

ERO WEATHER

M.B.&C.O.P
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Every-Other-Day
A Thanksgiving service will be held
Thursday' morning at 10 30 at the
Ohurch of Christ. Scientist.
There will be a rehearsal of officers
of the Eastern Star tonight at 7
o’clock, preparatory to inspection.

The Auxiliary to V.F.W. will hold
a public beano party Friday night at
7 o’clock at the home of Mrs. Gladys
Hamlin at The Highlands.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving ball, under
auspices of Kiwanis Club, at Temple hall.
Nov. 2S—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 27—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
Dec 1—Thomaston—Annual lair ol
Federated Church.
Dec
2^-Annual lair Auxiliary to
Anderson Camp S.U.V. at Orand Army
hall.
Dec. 3—Warren—Fair and three act
play. "The Meddlesome Maid." auspices
Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
Dec. 3—W.CT.U. meets with Mrs.
Edwin H Crie.
Dec 10-11—The Senior Class play
"Tweedles." at High School Auditorium.
Dec 11—Camden—Senior Class play at
Opera House.
Dec. 14—Knox County Ministerial
Ass n meets at Warren Congregational
Church
Dec 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
Dec. 17—Rockport—Senior class play,
"Mama's Baby Boy.”
Dec 13—American Legion's annual
food show at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 21—Forefathers’ Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas.
Dec. 31—New Year’s Ball at Communi
ty Building auditorium.

Funeral services for Miss Ella Day,
Past Grand Matron of the Eastern
Star, will be held Tuesday at 2
o'clock ln Masonic Temple.

It Is expected that the nomination
of Judge Z. M. Dwinal for member
of the State Liquor Commission will
today be presented to the Executive
Council for confirmation.

Sam Sezak's Fairhaven High School
football team won its last game of the
season, defeating Bridgewater High
6 to 0. A solitary defeat, and that by
one point, was all that marred Fair
haven's record this season.

Persons eligible to receive baskets
after the American Legion's annual
donation day should make application
With Miss Lenore W. Benner at the
Chamber of Commerce rooms before
Dec. 9. The "show" takes place at
There will be a meeting of Ralph Strand Theatre Dec. 13.
Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary, Wednes
day night at 7 30 at Legion hall.
THANKSGIVING ISSUE
Raymond Sprowl is being envied
by hunters who came home from the
North woods empty handed. He
went only as far as the Cushing road
to bag his 250-pound buck.
A trailer attached to Arthur Dun
can's motor car became unhitched
Sunday and fetched David Ruben
stein's iron fence a wallop that
spoiled the latter's contour.

Because

next

is

Thursday

Thanksgiving Day, and a uni

versal holiday The Courier-Ga
zette will go to press Wednes
day afternoon.

Will advertis

ers and contributors please bear
this in mind and have their .
matter ready as early as pos- J
sible.

Charles E. Havener of Rockland, a
junior in Electrical Engineering at
Due to the Thanksgiving holiday -t
the University of Maine has been has been found expedient to change
initiated Into the local honorary the date of the general committee
music fraternity, the Delta Pl Kappa. meeting of the furnishings group at
Community Building to Tuesday, Dec.
The Sunday Telegram's All-Maine 1 at 2 p. pi. This will not only allow
football eleven contains six Maine more complete committee reports but
men in spite of the fact that the will also permit certain work to be
Orono outfit failed to win the pen completed at the building for the
nant. Bowdoin placed four men and committees approval.
Bates one—Coltoy failing to get a
look-in. Bates man was Marcus, the
At the meeting of the F'oui Coun
State's best player this season.
ties Republican Club in Belfast last
night it was voted to make it fiveThis is-open season on tall tales by
county club by adding Hancock to
mighty hunters, and John Ward of
Sagadahoc,Lincoln. Knox and Waldo.
this city would top them were it not
The next meeting will be held about
for the fact that his yarn is true. He
the middle of December in Knox
brought in a handsome fox Saturday
County, probably at Camden, and the
with the remarkable statement: "I’ve
annual meeting will take place Jan. 8
never missed one yet." He hadn't,
in Augusta.
for that was his first shot at a fox
THANKSGIVING SERVICE
The annual union Thanksgiv
ing service of the Protestant
churches of Roekland will be
held in the First Baptist Church
Thursday morning from 10 to
11. Rev. Charles A. Marstaller
of the Littlefield Memorial
Church will be the speaker.

*

DINE ON THURSDAY
THANKSGIVING DAY

EDWARD GONIA’S BISCUITS

*

Masculine Cooking Skill a Feature of the Central
Maine School

AT TIIE

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Why go through the fuss and bother, let alone

The Thanksgiving Cooking School est as he prepared a batch of dough
conducted by Mrs. Ralph W. Fowler fo;- sour milk biscuits, which the
expense of preparing dinner at home, when you can
in the Universalist vestry last night later saw emerge from the oven ln a
was one of the most successful events form that would tempt the appetite
get a full dinner at the
of that sort ever held In this part of of the most finicky consumer of the
the State, with a registered attend staff of life. All through the demon
Paramount Restaurant for $1
141-142
stration Mr. Gonia kept up a run
ance of 371 persons.
Two complete Thanksgiving menus ning fire of comment which found
were presented, the majority of tlie him in the role of humorist as well I
articles being cooked ln the presence as chef The biscuits thus prepared
REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
were taken home by Freeman S. |
of the spectators.
The demonstration was most in Young as a prized possession
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
The Central Maine Power Com-|
terestingly conducted by Mrs. Fowler,
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
who substituted modern and sclenti- pany. sponsor of her coolaing school,
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
! fit methods for old fashioned ones, presented another efficient staff
j and in exploding the latter stressed member in the person of Miss Suz
$77.30 complete
i her point by exploding the balloons anne Miller, whose lighting talk fur
Divan, Two Large Chairs, End Table. Floor Lamp. Bridge Lamp,
Foot Stool, Davenport Table, 9x12 Felt Base Rug—Big Values
] with which the platform was deco nished much interesting informa
tion.
rated.
Certain admission tickets entitled
The baking of two pans of bis
TELEPHONE 1151
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN STREET
cuits was the task assigned to Ed the following attendants to food sup
Tu&S-tf
ward O'B. Gonia, whose busy and plies: Gladys Blethen, (the turkey)
varied career has included among 'Theodore ISyluesteJ. H.hel Ludwig,
Eddie
Whalen
s
Yankee
Ambassa!
other
things the art of feeding hun- Alma Hoyt. Ralph L. Smith,, Kate
Main street has donned its holi
gry sailors on coastwise vessels. The I,Gould, David S. Beach. Mary Brown
dors
will
provide
music
for
tomorrow
day illuminations from Summer street
night's benefit dance at Temple hall, audience watched with much inter- and Mary Bartlett.
to the Gen. Berry engine house and
sponsored by the Kiwanis Under privi
the work was to be extended on Park
leged Child Committee.
/NEW YEAR’S DANCE
UNION
street to Union, and on Limerock
street to the Post Office. Keeping pace
Diversified Pomona Grange
The case of the State vs. William
Community Building Will
Knox Pomona Grange will meet
with the Central Maine crew yester Watson of Friendship’ begun before
Be the Place — Camden’s
day was a city crew putting the Recorder Otis in Municipal Court yes with Seven Tree Grange Dec. 5, at
Fine Spirit
"crowsnests" on the white way poles. terday was continued pending further which time this program will be pre
For the purpose of illumination 3800 investigation. Watson is charged sented.
A New Year's Dance destined to
Greetings, master host Grange; re
lights of 25 watts capacity were used, with assault and battery upon his 15make
history will be held in the
sponse,
Alma
Jameson;
song,
Grange;
1500 replacements being necessary. year-old daughter.
.
illustrated lecture on birds, George auditorium of the New Community
Fifteen men were on the job. and an
Building, for it will be the first big
interested public watched their deft
WalterL.Wood and Lewis J.Bolyea Babb of the (State Department of Ag affair in the new structure. A 15riculture;
reading,
Inez
Cameron;
fingers fly.
officials of the Charlestown State
plece orchestra will be on hand with
Prison were in the city yesterday on vocal solo. Louie Carroll; recitation, favors and all the fixings of a real
The first weekend of special meet their way homeward frem a deer | Ma>' Jones.
way
party. A decorations committee, a
ings at the Salvation Army were of hunting trip in Northern Maine. It
Discussion, What to do while wait
refreshment committee and other
great interest. No visible results were
ing
for
the
doctor;
instrumental
was successful to the extent of two
seen until the prayer meeting Sunday- does, and Mr. Wood, while sick part music, Davis family; paper, Heroes necessary groups are being lined up
night at which time seven persons of the time, found abundant recom of Medicine. Mabel Grinnell; roll call, by Bob Hudson, energetic head of
came forward to the altar It was a pense in the fact that he was up in What the farm home medicine chest the dance division of the general
scene of the old prayer meeting days Maine on his annual visit. Hunting should contain; recitation, Bertha committee for furnishing the build
of which many people are familiar. operations were in the vicinity of Bald Bryant; duet, Aubyne Hawes and Iza ing.
Major Charles Wiseman, the special Mountain, Moose River Township. Mank; surprise feature, local Grange; | A meeting of the full dance com
speaker for this series of meetings, .Around the camp was a good foot of talk on home sanitation, Lizzie mittee, both men and women, Is
will bring a message tonight on "Sav snow, and at the base of the moun Hawes; reading, Some Last Words, called for Monday night at 8 o'clock
ing Others." The subject for the tain two feet had accumulated. The David Carroll; music. Will Bryant; at the Central Maine rooms, Main
street. Chairman Hudson is very
Wednesday evening service is "The hunters were guests here cf Mr. closing thought, Nancy Ayer.
anxious for a full attendance as im
Old Question." Also on Wednesday Wood’s sister. Mrs. E. J. Morey.
Funeral services for Lulie Ames
I_
portant decisions must be mad,? that
Major Wiseman will relate some of
I Ufford were held from the Methodist
night. A fine bit of co-operation was
his experiences as a Salvationist.
1 Episcopal Church yesterday. Rev.
shown by the Camden Outing Club
Hostess Gifts! Colonial reproduc T. C. Chapman officiated. Honor
During his 39 years in .he Army he
which not only relinguished its plans
tions.
Add
a
new
piece
of
glass

has accumulated a wealth of experi
ary bearers were Edward Ufford for a New Year’s dance of its own
ence and the stories he will tell should ware for the home! Also new pic and Kimball Ufford; active bearers,
but will co-operate heartily with the
not be missed by any. This »neeting tures, placques, flower-bowls, linens, James Griffin, Abner Griffin, Clar
Community Building Furnishing's
will be of interest to young people. hand-craft, jewelry etc. What-Not ence Leonard, Alva Ames. Interment groups.
Oift Shop.—adv.
All meetings start at 720 p. m.
in Pine Grove Cemetery. Appleton.

*1.00

*1.00

The Rockland Townsend Club will
serve a roast beef supper tonight at
K. P. hall 5.30 to 7. Dessert, apple
pie and ice cream.—adv.

Keep the “Number Ticket” given
you at the Park Theatre on Bank
Nite. Three Free Gifts every Wed
nesday night through the courtesy of
Blackington's Clothing & Shoe
Store. Last week a new Shirtcraft
Shirt. A pair of Rollins Run-Stop
Hosiery and a pair of Ladles' Shoes
were given away. These gifts are
your own selections from our stock,
—adv.
141

DORGAN’S EXPRESS
Light Carting
For B. & E. Motor Express
Lewiston, Me.
Call 106-R—149—593-W
139-141

A DELICIOUS TREAT FOR THANKSGIVING
When it’s time for dessert, serve a luscious ice

cream roll of delicious Fro-joy Cherry Nut Glow

Ice Cream covered with crunchy macaroon
crumbs. The whole family will love it and re

member ... it will be just as popular at Bridge

Parties, Luncheons and Dinners.

Nut Glow in the popular 25c Bulk Pint.

BORN

nearby ice cream dealer has them.
140-141

Omi**'’10,

THE

ALL ON THE AIR
IN A FOOT SQUARE

name it.. Emerson has it!
EASY TUNING? Emerson's Micro-Selector gets more sta
tions and separates them better. And the beautiful exclu
sive GEMLO1D Dial makes for easier tuning.

FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION OF BROADCASTS? Em
erson's Harmonized Unit Construction takes care of that.
__
«£»neryon,

A BEAUTIFUL ADDITION TO YOUR LIVING ROOM,
BEDROOM OR NURSERY ? Emerson styling sets the pare
. , , and is more advanced this year than ever.—That’s
why it pays to buy a radio produced by the uorUi largest

maker of small radios.

See the Exquisite New GEMLOID Dial
Exclusive with Emerson

HOUSE SHERMAN,INC-

both of Rockland
JOHNSON-LOOOiE — At .Thomaston,
Nov. 22, by Rev. H S, Kilborn. Robert
Johnson of Thomaston and Miss
Elizabeth Loggle of Boston.
MTLIB-WELLMAN — At Portsmouth, N.
H.. Oct. 5. by Peter J. Hickey. J. P.,
Moses E. Mills, of Camden and Mrs.
Ella Patterson Wellman of Rockport.

DIED
The modern mother doesn't spend
hours over a hot stove preparing
meals . . . she does it the modern,

It's really remarkable . . . the convenience of this

Roaster. Bake, roast, or stew . . . you can do them all this new way.
Capacity for a 16-pound turkey or a whole meal at a time. Other features that
will thrill you are the automatic temperature control, the perfect heat insulation,
and the easy cleaning of the porcelain enamel finish.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere ap
preciation to those who gave flowers
and offered the use of thelr cars, also to
her physician, Dr. Lawry, ln our recent
bereavement
Mrs Samuel Heal, Mrs. Albert Dean.
Mrs Sidney Jones, Mrs. Charles Hall,
Jr. Mark Dunton.
•

There's never enough Rytex Christ
mas Cards to go around . . . because
last minute shoppers make it impos
sible to produce and supply the de
mand. If you wish to save disap
pointment, we suggest that you order
your Rytex Christmas Cards this
week ... the price, as of old, is only
50 for $1.00 Including your name on
the cards and 50 envelopes to match.
See the new 1936 samples at The
Courier-Gazette. Postage 10c.—adv.

50c WYETH'S CAM'AKA SAGKADA
75c BELLANS

85c DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS
25c PHOSP11O QUININE COLD TABS.
25c SEIDLITZ, POWDERS

50c NYAL MILK OF MAGNESIA
50c NYAL MINERAL OIL
$1X0 A. B. I). & G- VITAMIN CAPS

Interest rates on long-term farm
mortgage loans are now the lowest
In United States history.

FOR THANKSGIVING DINNERS

Ambulance Service
$2.75 Down; 12 monthly payments $1.75 payable with
your service bill or $22.50 cash; Broiler $3.50 extra.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Morticians

361-365 MAIN ST.

CENT

ROCKLAND

119-tf

■

TAM

25c BELLANS
35, HINCKLE'S CASt'ARA TABS

NUTS

TELS. 450 AND 781-1

Your

The community was saddened to
learn of the death Nov. 18 of Elsie,
wife of George E. Dunton, formrely of
North Appleton. She was In her 81st
year, a faithful wife and mother,
6-TUBE AC-DC
leaving many to mourn her loss.
Funeral' services were held Friday
SUPERHETERODYNE
at Burpee’s Parlors, Rev. Corvtin H.
Olds officiating. The many beauti
ful flowers testified to the love and
esteem in which she was held. She
EASY TERMS
had been a shut-in and sufferer for
many years. But has been tenderly
EMERSON MODEL A-l32 Standard American Broadcasts
cared for by her daughter and sonand State Police Calls ... 6-Incli Dynamic Speaker ... Automatic
in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Jones.
Volume Control...Signal Filter...Velvet Drive Tuning Assembly
... Built-in Antenna .,. trim, Modern Acoustically Constructed
Her children were all present at her
Cabinet with the exclusive Indirectly Lighted GEMLOID Dial.
bed side in her last sickness. Be
sides her husband she is survived by
Make This FREE TEST"”At your home or office see
four daughters and one son—Mrs.
Samuel M. Heal of Belfast; Mrs.
how many MORE stations Emerson Micro-Selector brings in.
Albert Dean of Lincolnville; Mrs.
EMERSON RADIOS from $14.95 to $99.96
Sidney B. Jones of Rockland; Mrs.
Charles S. Hall. Jr, of Rockland;
Mark E. Dunton of Camden. Two
daughter are deceased—Mrs. Jennie
Campbell and Mrs. Ione Young
Two sisters also surviving are 442 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 721
Mrs. Ellen Meservey of Port
land and Mrs. Susie Thorndike of
Lincolnville; one brother. Charles
Perry of North Appleton, 12 grand
children, 11 great-grandchildren,
several nieces and nephews.
Interment was at Pine Orove
cemetery, Appleton. The brearers
were her three sons-in-law and son.

HART—At Knox Hospital. Rockland,
Nov. 24, zo Mr, and Mrs. Herman M.
Hart, a daughter.
WOLF—At Cocoa, Fla., Nov 22. to Mr.
and Mrs. Norman L. Wolf, formerly of
Thomaston, a son.
LeDEAUX—At Vinalhaven. Nov. 11, to
Mr. and Mrs. Armand LeDeaux, a son.
Victor Ernest.
STUART—At Rockland. Nov. 21, to Mr
and Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart. (Arlene
Chaples) a son. John Wesley.
JOHNSON—At Rockland. Nov. 16, to Mr.
and Mrs Ralph Johnson, a daughter.
Elizabeth Rae

BURPEE’S

Also Cherry

MRS. ELSIE J. DUNTON

More boys wantea at once to enter
the contest to get the Maytag gaso
line propelled racer free. Apply Mc
Loon Sales & Service, 21 Limerock
street, Rockland.—adv.

BLAKE—At Rockland. Nov. 22. Elva
Joan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Blake, aged 6 days.
DAY—At Bath, Nov. 21, Ella M Day.
aged 84 years. Funeral today at 2
o'clock from Masonic Temple
GERRISH—At Isle au Haut. Nov. 16.
Lucinda T, widow of Joseph Gerrlsh.
aged 66 years. 5 months, 28 days.
Interment ln Vinalhaven.
RHODES—At Rockland. Nov. 22. Char
lotte C„ widow of Fred S Rhodes,
aged 78 years. 7 months. 30 days.
Funeral from residence, 44 Talbot ave..
Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
BOWKER—At Portland, Nov. 22. Isabel
M.. wile of Joseph V. Bowker, former
ly of Thomaston.

1

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.

Charlie Marr of Orono stood five
rounds of pummeling at the Tillson
Avenue Stadium Friday and was
being so badly beaten by K. O. Lamouche that hls seconds threw in the
towel. Carroll Mullins of Bangor lost
MARRIED
to Butch Wooster of Rockland on a
LENFEST-BROWN — At Week's Mills,
technical knockout in the third
Nov 14. by Rev. Herbert L. Elwell.
Archie Lenfest. of Washington, and
round. Walter Reynolds floored
Miss Phyllis Brown of Week's Mills.
Rookie Wright numberless times, but JONES-BOYNTON — At Rockland. Nov.
23. by Rev. E O Kenyon. Richard L.
the plucky Belfast boy was still on
Jones. Jr., and Dorothy E Boynton,
his feet at the end of the fourth.
both of Rockland.
Dusty Peters of Rockland shaded GREGORY-GREGORY — At Rockland.
Nov. 5. by E. R Keene. J. P , Leroy
Seth Parker of Bangor.
W. Gregory and Mrs. Belle Gregory,

Well, here it is at last. Cracker
Favreau in a main bout. At the
Tillson Avenue Stadium Friday night
he will again meet Danny Rupp of
Gardiner. Their scrap two weeks
ago was one of the best that has
been staged this season, and they are
put on as a main bout attraction by
special ^request. Ponzi Cochran Is
meeting Kid Jordan of Waldoboro
and Boston in the semi-final while
in the prelims wiff be seen Walter
Reynolds and Young Audet, Popeye
Manta and Frankie Carr and Percy
Porter and Bad Boy Jiggs of Au
gusta.
_

For Your
Thanks- '
giving
Dessert

POWE

AINE
MPAMY

■
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
* CLAREMONT 8T-,

ROCKLAND
98tf

ICE CREAM

Frevh Butter Toasted Royal
Cherry Nut Roll
-35
I)c Luxe Mixed Nuts .... lb .70 1 Pint Package, all flavors
.25
Giant Cashews .................. lb ,07
This delirious ice cream will
Fancy Ideal Mixed Nuts, lb .59 add the finishing touch to your
Thanksgiving dinner. We carry
Blanched Mogul Peanuts, Ib .36 all popular flavors.

THDRNEK

DRUG STORE

r’dtSCRIPTlOX WUtCIIll
" PHONE 178
ROCKLAND
141-142
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j

____
so that no financial loss will occur.
2
3
A guarantee has to be made to the
4
1
b
5
sion of "The Old Town Hall" which Twentieth Century Club and after
A review from the columns of this
i
It is given it is hard to change ar-,
b
7
9
follows:
I U I I paper of some of the happenings I VI
rangements. It is a source of great
"IN THE OLD TOWN HALL"
X X which interested Rockland and vl- X t/M
II
10
12
cinity in this month, 1911.
In the Old Town Hall. In the Old Town regret to the Committee that all who
J
Hall.
desired to attend could not be taken
That's the place where everyone went
When we were kids many good times care of but without previous know
13
14
15
r
were spent
ledge
they
were
helpless.
W
In the Old Town Hall.
Listed among those present were
Those happy days I recall
1
lb
'7
That's where they held all the dances
Motoring circles were agog over Staples and Dora M. Gilchrist.
the following:
and fights.
the feat of a Ford touring car which
Rockland. Oct. 30. Robert C. Bick
• • • •
The Arlston Club would meet there
Z'l
19
io
Tuesday nights.
had made Springbrook Hill at the nell and Miss Prances L. Bartlett.
Committee—(Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Next day you'd see Tom Shay and girls
rate of 30 miles an hour.
Roxbury, Mass., Oct. 24. Joseph E
dressed In tights
Brown. Miss Mabelle Carlon, Mr.
2'3
In the Old Town Hall
r
Hollis Merry was transferred to the Goff of Worcester and Miss Fannie I
and Mrs. Charles Foster. Mrs.
A. Alperin of Rockland.
In the^oid Town Hall. In the Old Town
Groth (Doris Carlon). KenBelfast-Burnham division.
1 2-9 30
W
lb
26
15
Camden, Oct. 31. Harry Stearns ;
Everv vear the Band had a fair
j dall Hatch. Miss Eliza Patterson, Mrs.
A terrific gale swept across the
Thei"th.*U y0U ChanC” °n eWTthln‘ j William Roscoe (Margaret Bowley)
country. Sch. Harry Haynes went and Miss Irene Durgin.
ii
r il
In the Old Town Hall Gee—how the ] Worcester.
Rockland. Oct. 31. Henry V. Jones
adrift in Rockland harbor and fouled
folks used to fall.
and Lena N. Simmons.
Vlnalhaven—Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Sch. Irene Meservey.
Once I went home with my pocket book
3)
34
flat
. .
Rockland. Nov. 1. Leslie M Bick
The bill collectors get obstreperous in the Tniversal comedy
da H
Cassie,
Miss Dorothy Cassie. Herbert
Four buildings north of Lynde
For I bought tickets for this and for
w
nell
of
Rockland
and
Annie
L.
LaI
Cassie, Mrs. Charles Chillis. Mr. and
that.
drama. "Tiro in a Crowd,” in a scene that includes Joan
Hotel on the west side of South Main
'ib
ife
1
And All that I won was old Breck s base
39
35
37
Mrs. A. F. Creed. Mrs. Fred Coombs,
street were sold by Mrs. MargaretI Roche of South Thomaston.
Bennett, Alison Skipicorth and Henry Annetta.
ball bat
In the Old Town Hall.
Roy Coombs. Mr. and Mrs. O. V.
Grace Early to three Greek fruit; Rockland. Oct. 29. Walter C. Dodge
41
1
40
pedlars. Luca N. Stavre, Harry N.
Islesboro and Helen F. Crockett of
In the Old Town Hall, In the Old Town Drew, Mrs. William Fossett, Miss j
DancenT'hollered and all clapped for ' Beulah Gilchrist. Frank Grimes. |
Stavre and Grlgor Stefen Vasili.' Rockland.
A
41
r
more
! George Healey. Carl Magunson. Mr j
TTiey had been residents of Rock-' Camden, Oct. 28 Fred Lovett and
WheUfl^Arey took off hta shoe, on the
Ambrosp person. Rognar
land 10 years and had accumulated • Gertrude Gross,
In the Old Town Hall. Gee—they were peterson, Miss Elizabeth Pease. Mrs.
considerable property. The purchas- i Warren, Nov. 7, Edward O'Brien
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
The town went dry and the folks were In Minnie Arey Smith. Mrs. Elva Teele.
ers sailed for Greece with the in- and Mrs. Florence B. Gray.
9-Brief record!
32- Serene
1-Frighten
tears
New York—Miss Mettle Ingerson, I 7- Residue from wine 33- Correlatlve of
Rockland.'* Nov 6, William S. !
10-Deep mud
tention of bringing their families to
Except Gene Sprague and he gave three
Miss Marjorie Roscoe.
12- Old time (Poet.)
cheers
neither I*
Bubier and Sarah M. Trenholm.
making
Rockland
For he had enough to last forty-five
13- To keep oneself
34- Guided
8Gain
New
Hampshire
—
Harry
Snow.
Waterville.
Nov
8,
Percy
A.
Crafts
|
Frank H Yattaw bought a house |
years
back
35- Fluctuate
10- Affray
In the Old Town Hall.
Portland — Mrs. Berenice Drew
of Auburn and Miss Ethel A. Haines I
on Washington street.
15-Beeame exhausted
38-Seraglio
11-Torment
In the Old Town Hall. In the Old Town ! Rosaris. Mrs. Nellie Reaye Noyes.
17- Employ, as time
4b-Telegram
13— Little island in
Miss Annie Flint injured one of her of Waterville.
Hall.
,
18- Prophets
Worcester and Vicinity—Mr. and |
41- Small particle
inland waters
Rockland. Nov. 8 Edward M. Benhips badly in alighting from a Maine
Though this song was written In fun
. .
„
21-Epoch
42- Attempted
14- Summit
Let's
not
forget
many
great
things
were
Mrs.
Walter
Bernie,
John
Cassie,
Central train which had gotten in I ner and Elizabeth P. Richmond,
25- Frozen precipitation
16-Originates
In the 'old Town Hall Improvements Miss Clara Chaffee. Dr Ralph_Earle,
motion without her knowledge.
I Rockland, Nov. 11, Thomas E.
26- Ripened ata'k
VERTICAL
18- Harsh
were needed by all.
Walter Hopkins, Miss Gladys Hop27-Jeera
19- Sermon (abbr.)
Mary, widow of Jere Corcoran, died Erown and Melinda M. Spinney, both
We used to lug water from well and from
__
,
28- An ambassador
1- Salt (Lat.)
spring.
kins.
Miss
Ruth
Hopkins.
Mr.
ana
20- Rate of motion
of
Rockport
at the age of 77. She was a native
29- Capital of Oregon
2- Walks
22- Adjuat
And
kerosene
lamps
were
then
quite
the
(
Mrs
Rarry
Hopkins,
John
Hopkins,
Rockland. Nov. 11, Charles P. Arm
of Ireland.
30- To make a note of
.
thing.
3- High card
23- Before
So they voted the lights and the water— Mr. and Mrs. B. McElroy iBlanche
36-Contend with
4Afternoon
party
24Farm
animal
Andrew Jackson Small, at one time strong and Sarah W. Watts, both of
ker Bing!
Cassie). Mr and Mrs. Parker Morse 27-A quarrel
37- Residenee (abbr.)
5- Debarked
In the Old Town Hall.
•U. S Shipping Commissioner for Thomaston
38- Dried grass
6- Eagle
(Kate
Cassiei,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Gerald
,
25A title
Winterport,
Nov.
8
George
A.
Nash
A telegram was read from one of
this port died at the age of 80.
7- Metric unit of length 39- A length measure
81-Mean
Roberts.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Vinalhaven's famous sons. Harold
The Ayers building at the North- of Rockland and Miss Eliza Z. Treat
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Vinal of New York. Another came Volght.
end was being remodelled for F. A. of Winterport.
• • • •
from the Selectmen of the town,
Stanley.
Rockport. Nov. II. Hiram A Camp
ISLE AU HAUT
Boston and Vicinity—Mr. and Mrs.
expressing the interest and best
Ernest Rogers became day operator bell of Camden and Lillian M. WhitL O D C E
B R AT N s
Willis
Alley.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Albert
wishes of the folks at home. Mr.
A
at the Western Union, succeeding I ney of Rockport.
E L E C r
R C M
William Gross and son Richard
Anderson (Hattie Tolman). Kenneth
and Mrs. C. L. Boman and Mr. and
s
E R A
E L E
N
Carl Flint resigned. The latter had
Warren. Nov. 11, Isaac W Proctor
have been at Head Harbor a few days.
Amiro,
Mrs.
Veazie
Allen
(Louise
William Hall captures the criminal aboard the plane in
Mrs. C. C. Webster sent greetings and
T o p
N O R S E M CN
a new position in Pittsfield, Mass.
and Miss Sarah A Marble.
Charles Bowen s new house is near
regrets as they had attended the Creed), Mr. and Mrs. William
T E A
L N
Tniversal's "Flying Hostess”
O D
L D
I Merrill Conant, 38. who succeed-' Rockland. Nov. 13. Androus M.
Bernhardt. Mr and Mrs. Arthur
ly completed.
_. previous year. During the evening
c c IP O s E
S L Y
efl O Howe Wiggin as cashier of the I Moody and Ada F Moran
'■1> Mr and Mrs. Herman Ccombs leavf
fs 1 R
the toastmaster was called from the Bernhardt, Dr. and Mrs. Banks. Miss .
R A P
Rockland National Bank, died
J
table
to
talk
by
phone
to
A
Donald
Blackmere.
Mr
Burroughs.
Th.,
n v,
. , . ,„
Portland, Nov. 9 William C. TapT o N
s p 1 N E S I for New York this week.
The football championship of Knox
... ,,
. „ ...
Patterson and R. Mont Arev who
E^nla
Miss char,otta
.
ley and Miss Marv A. Robbins.
T o £
E X H A L E
T O ' Mr. and Mrs. Jack’Crowell werj
County was settled on the Broadway,
were In Buffalo. N Y„ and desired Carey' Warren Clement'
Bea"
A R
' Stonington visitors Friday.
B A A
D AR E s
ground when Camden High defeated' Rockland Nov- 13 Charles W ColI
O T
O
Just stopped to talk. But she up- to send greetings to friends and relaE D 1 L E
Rockland High 6 to 5 The Camden ’ ““ °f ,?)U.th T*10"1351011 and Miss
(Continued from Page One)
o
R
The Suydam cottage is being built
Clarke. Mr and Mrs. James Doherty j
N
R o C
c A S E D
braided them, and there was a bitter tives.
very rapidly under the able direction
players were Upton, Heald. Dickey, Ida E. Webb of Stonington.
Miss Doherty, Miss Mabel Erickson, J
k T A
Following Mrs. Mer- scene. The girl left; Weed returned
I
- £ S T E R
Lyndonville. Vt., Nov 22. Bert L morning.
of Jasper Chapin.
Barbour. Hardy, Dodge. Frye, Grant,
One of the most interesting com- Miss Isabelle Fraser, Miss Edith
F
Allen McCobb. Tewksbury" In "the Stafford of Rutland. Vt.. and Miss chants plea of not gullty sheriff downtown and Mrs. Merchant went
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rich are in
munications received was from F. A. Grimes. Miss Marion Grimes. Mrs. .
Rockland lineup appeared the names Mabel Stratton, formerly of Rock- Hodens took her to the jail at Ells- home
Vinalhaven for a few days.
worth. She asked for medical care
"She didn't stay there, however Winslow of The Courier-Gazette ex- David Grant. Mr and Mrs. Maurice
"DOWN HOME" SONG
of Staples, Ross. McInnis, C. Perry. J *andRaymond Conley is at York Island.
pressing
the
papers
appreciation
of
,
Goodwin
(Nina
Frohock),
Miss
shortly after her arrival at the jail. She went to the home of Lawrence
Adapted from the Vlnalhaven Lions
Hill. Trainer, B. Perry, Chisholm.
Sheriff Hodgkins said.
Webber, who was her employer—she the support it has always received in ! Freida JSuymont^Franci^ Glover,
Club Song, by O V. Drew
Mrs. Clarissa Turner qntertained
Peterson. Damon, Fuller. Healey, Sul
William E Gill of Camden re
the Sewing Circle Wednesday night.
Mrs. Merchant was formerly Miss did the cooking for him and his two Vlnalhaven. Last but not least was a Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hathaway. | Tune—Trio of "Our Director" March
(Ruth Vinal), Mr. and Mrs. Vinal! Here s to the Town of Vlnalhaven
livan. Campbell, Kalloch and Ulmer. turned from a six weeks' tour abroad.
(In bridge, honors went to Miss Bray,
Amelia Myrick of Bar Harbor. Elmer sons There she managed to get a somewhat smelly cbmmumcation adthat good old sea girt Isle—
Abram Conant. 78, died in Friend
Capt. Charles E. Lewis. 67, died in
Jones.
Mrs Ada Reeves Joyce. Mrs. On
Where fish is meat, and Friday's trea^, Walter Rich, and Mr. and Mrs. Tur
Merchant, the husband, was for sev- revolver without the family knowing dressed to Postmaster O. V. Drew
ship.
a Boston hospital.
lobsters are In style—
complimenting him upon a large sale Harriet Jones. Miss Bertha Keglar. , And
ner.
Dainty refreshments were
(And how they fall for style).
eral years a “trucker'' on one of the it-”
Loose hay was finding a quick sale
Mr and Mrs. Charles Libby. Vivian ' Oh
Rev. J. F. Thurston, pastor of the
of
postage
stamps
and
recommend—here's to the town that Is progres served.
steamers
owned
by
the
Maine
CenThe
revolver,
neighbors
said,
be.
*
donated i LUbby, Mrs. Lillian Libby. Mr. and I
sive
at $16 a ton; pressed hay $18 to $20. Baptist Church at Camden was tral Railroad company and plying longed to Norman Webber the ^ataleather medal be donated
Willing to serve and smile
Mrs. James Jenkins is having ex
Violets and buttercups were be called to Bristol ,Conn.
to help one another.
Penobscot Bav. When the steamers younger son. who owned several.
| by Mr. Farley. Like all things "fishy" Mrs. Ned Littlefield. Mr. and Mrs. Striving
tensive
repairs made on her home,
And
make
life
a
little
more
worth
while
,
ing brought into The Courier-Gazette , d
took this telegram Edward Meagher. Mrs. Lottie San
D.. A
A . Hawthorn was building a were no longer profitable, he drifted ( “She told me she hadn't any .I the
The Willows.
... Toastmaster
.
offirp
i
derson
McFarland.
Miss
Ora
McFar

Here’s to the folks of Vlnalhaven
blacksmith shop at St. George, near Into any odd jobs he could find. The cartridges' said Sheriff Hodgkins “so wlth a Brain of 5311 ■ and how the
Down where the sea meets rocky shore.
Mr and Mrs. Irvllle Baiter are
Charles T Smalley, conferred with the site of onedestroyed by fire the two went to Stonington about a | she went to Webb Brothers, a local j names of James Farley, and Gene land. Miss Jane McFarland. Mr. and Where the Fish Hawks scream and the
making
their home with the bride's
surf
does
roar.
Mrs.
B.
A.
Moody.
Miss
Rosa
Mathe

Congressman McOillicuddy in the in previous year
dozen years
th€ husband dying | firm. and bought a box. When Weed , Hah 80t mixed up with the ftager
And the Clams play tag on the ocean parents. Mr. and Mrs. W E. Robinson.
son,
Miss
Frances
McArthur,
James
terest of parties who desired a break
floor
—
still
a
Sch. Winfield S.Schuster, comIn a Bangor hospital in 1929.
came home, early that evening, there Prints of Frank Grimes is
McArthur. Jesse Eben Norton? Miss (And now you're It—).
Alexander Hanna is visiting Leon
water at Criehaven.
manded by Capt. Frank Poland, and
Mrs. Merchant stayed in Stoning- was a bitter argument. The man mystery to both the Postmaster and Nora Orpen. Fred Palmer, Mrs. Rod Oh—here's to a people up and doing
Beating to windward all the while.
.-,i Small.
Mrs George E. Gray died at her built at Rockport, was wrecked on ton, living in a small and dilapidated ended it by going to bed.
the Toastmaster.
And when the East wind brings rain and
home on Maverick street, aged 26 the Florida coast.
Brief remarks were made by A. A. ney Page (Agnes Grant), John
fog.
Dr John Tibbetts was guest of Mrs.
house belonging to the town.
“When Mrs. Merchant went to the
They clear it up with their smile.
Pendleton,
Walter
Pendleton,
Mr
years.
Hattie Bridges recently.
,
., i For seven vears—ever since her bedroom, she told me. he turned face Peterson and Mrs. M. N. Chilles and
s^htXnTsdealerlX7 was away from her. She went to the Mrs. Cora Peterson favored with an and Mrs. Sawin Pierce (Marguerite Here's to the Isle of Vlnaftiaven
James Costello was managing the bmZ d h
Mrs. McGuffie was called here last
miles out to sea.
•
a8C °f 78'
Roland Weed. 34. a native of the i k‘*hen. put two cartridges in the impromptu reading. Although handi- Young). Mrs. Melville Poole. Miss Fifteen
Corner Drug Store in Castine.
Where the spruce and the pine make week by the death of her sister, Mrs.
you feel so fine.
Sylvester Arau of Camden went to neighboring town of Deer Isle. Sur„ stepped to the bedside and fired capped by the failure of his -props Eva Poole, Miss Alice Reeves, Miss
Everett Davis went to New York
Gerrlsh.
You'll crack your heels and say "Byi
(Jpg ''
Usually he worked in one of the can-1 a shot into his brain. I asked what | and degree paraphanalla to arrive on Eleanor Saywood. Mrs. Bess Short,
where he had a new position. He Italy on a three months' visit.
Dr. B. L. Noyes was here Sunday
(What lovely weather)
was succeeded at Gregory's b£ Ed
Red Cross |Seals are on sale at th#
A barn and carriage house adjoin- ning factories in summer and at ! *h« intended doing with the second time, the “Fish-hawk's Degree" was Miss Margaret Short, Mrs Dana Here's to the place of Jolly good fellows.
Not one with a selfish end to gain.
ward Sansom.
post office.
ing Eric Harjula's residence on the slK.h iohs as fame his wav in winter 1 cartridge, and she said it was for worked by the toastmaster in the Southworth (Hazel Doakei. Mrs. Eva Just
to serve with a grin and boost like
E,,„ road l„ South m.»-!
no
" of i
S« >•» ««. «» «» -» office of “The Old King Fish-hawk", Smith. Miss Ethlyn Strickland. Mr
Lewis Bowen is working for Charles
J. Dean Smith who was knocked
sin.
assisted by Kendall Hatch as "The and Mrs. Eugene Sprague. Walter | For old Vlnalhaven. Maine.
Turner.
down by an automobile during the aston, were destroyed by fire Loss her fondness for Weed or the jeal- ‘he kitchen when she saw the result
summer, was able to make his way $2500.
ousy of all the women he knew, how- °i ih®1 one shot She told me the Kingfisher" and Charlie Foster as i Lee Sprague, Miss Jennie Tuotni, i
The Kingfish.”
The candidate, j Maurice Teele. Miss Bernice Vinal.
about with crutches.
Mrs. Charles P Lenfest died in ever slight the acquaintance might
voluntarily, in the presence of “labeled
“The Poor Fish." was Edward ; Leonard Vinal, Miss Ellen Wahlman. |
Emery B. Hart & Co. were em Thomaston aged 83.
be Many times, according to neigh-'two witnesses
U. E. Leach of West Rockport har- ! bors. she would upbraid him in the
In deference to Mrs Merchant's Meager, a native of Boston who had Miss Bertha Walton. Miss Vera
ploying 55 persons in their new can
ning factory.
street; and the final tragedy was no Physical condition, jail officials al somehow slipped up on a promise to Wentworth, Miss Mildred Willard.
vested 1200 bushels of apples.
Miss Emily Winslow. Miss Mamie
Call in and let us show you our beautiful
Lorenzo Young, a Vinalhaven Civil surprise. In the past few weeks, ac- l°wed her to have no visitors Sunday visit Vinalhaven last year, and who
Jimmy Burns’ cartoons were at
West. Lloyd Webster. Miss Minnie
was
in
urgent
need
of
reminding
that
War Veteran died, aged 73.
tracting much attention.
cording to these neighbors, her ■ ®ttd dented newspapermen and phopromises of this kind are made to be • Wood. Miss Polly Wood, Carl WilL. B. Smith of Warren moved his jealousy seemed to mount and be tographers to see her.
Harry T. Baker had a new posi
kept. It will always be a source of, liams. Miss Rita Welsh, Miss MarWeed's
Stonington
Meanwhile
tion as associate Editor of The Coun mill to Bath, where his family was directed toward a young girl of the
deep regret to Mr. Meager's many I jorie Young, Mr. and Mrs. Louis,
home
was
deserted
except
for
his
to
reside.
town—although there is no evidence
try Gentleman in Philadelphia.
friends that they could not see him Young.
Lawrence Carter of Owl's Head that Weed had shown her more than faithful collie dog, Snooks, a prob
Roller Skating was having a popu
And this was the evening's pro- j
in the set of oilskins, rubber boots,
able
witness
to
the
alleged
slaying,
lar run at The Arcade.
bought a motor boat for his fishing the most casual attention.
gram:
and
false
whiskers
that
had
been
“Mrs. Merchant told me," said which wandered dejectedly about the
Charles W. Lee sold his house at business.
and Salutations
provided for his initiation as a Fish- Greetings
Singing—America
Sheriff Hodgkins, “that she met premises and finally was taken in by
The Highlands to Alan L. Bird.
hawk.
It
was
afterward
reported
Introduction
of Toastmaster O V.
Weed and this young woman Friday neighors.
IN GRIEF
Rockland citizens were straining
Drew
that
the
candidate
was
so
impressed
A
B Brown
Funeral services for Weed were
No finer cards are offered anywhere at
afternoon near the Stonington
There's nothing to be said;
their eyes to see the Brooks comet.
with the ceremony that with tears Toast—"To The Old Nest"
Neither is there repression
held
yesterday.
schoolhouse.
Apparently,
they
had
. . . ____ , „ ___ _
1 Singing—"Down Home Song"
The wreck of the sunken schooner
Sorrow leaves one
in his eyes he begged for a piece of i Eating
these prices
Without a word.
Eleazer Boynton was being removed
salt fish to eat to quiet the craving Tongue Wagging
Silent as the beloved dead;
Singing—“In the Old Town Hall."
COMES TO PORTLAND
the coveted Atwater Kent prize.
from Rockland harbor.
No one expects expression
he had already acquired) for the
Vlnalhaven Version 1
From the throat
• • • •
Miss Tentoni considers that her place.
Eating and Oosslp
Of a stricken bird
Introduction
of
Guests
and Delegations
Rose.
Tenlolni,
Outstanding
Young
The following births were recorded:
Le Baron Cooke,
• • • •
first real break came when the world
Reading of Communications. Remarks
In The New York Sun.
Soprano, Will
Sing
"RiXoimo
Bloomington. N. J., Nov. 5, to Mr.
Premier Showing—“The Fish Hawk s I
After a proper proclamation that
famous Toscanini selected her to be
Degree"
, Vincitor"
and Mrs. Lewis H. Johnson, a daugh
Beantown
Lodge of Fish-hawks No. Dancing
the soprano soloist at the Philhar
• • • »
ter
MICKIE SAYS—
Rosa Tentoni, twice the choice of monic presentation of Beethoven's 1 had been duly instituted the danc
Stickney's Corner, Nov. 10. to Mr
As
an
offshoot
of the Vinalhaven j
Toscanini to sing with the New York Ninth Symphony in 1934 Since that ing program was started, music be reunion, a motor party was organized
and Mrs. Charles Finn, a daughter.
PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
MESSIR, ITS POOR. ECOWOMV
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra time she has appeared in concert ing furnished by the Twentieth Cen the following day (Sunday) and after )
Rockland. Nov. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
-r SKIMP OM PRllfriWS-, MR.
tury
Club
Orchestra.
The
Grand
in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, will and opera in Cincinnati. Philadel
Designs definitely new . . . exquisite stock . . smart
0OSHESSAAAU- lETTERHEAbS,
motoring the 60 miles to Worcester, J
E. Everett Payson, a son.
include in her selections to be sung phia. and New York. Miss Tentoni March was as usual, ted by Walter Mass., a cavalcade of six cars filled
folder style . . . made to order.
ENVELOPES, SHIPPING TAGS.
Appleton, Nov. 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
at the Portland City Hall, Nov. 30. will be heard here in a group of •“Scotty" Hopkins the oldest Fishlabels, statememis, au,
with 32 Vinalhaven people, continued 1
Palmer Martin, a daughter.
Kinps of blanks, eriNess
50 of one design,
$1.00
the famous “Ritorno Vincitor,” from solos and in duets and trios with hawk in point of years, and one of on to Purgatory Park, a Massachu-1
Rockland. Nov. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
the
most
regular
attendants,
with
CAROS, All ADVERTISE VOU
"Aida," Verdi. It was in the title Sydney Rayner, tenor, and Joseph
and sour eizwess *twev
50 assorted, 4 designs,
$1.25
Liberate Paladino, a son^Joseph.
Miss Ruth Hopkins his daughter, up setts State Reservation, where after
rote of this opera that she made her Royer, baritone.
"Ddess UP"NOUR BUSINESS
building up a jflre in one of the out
Lowell. Mass.. Oct. 28, to Mr. and
on
his
arm.
During
the
dancing,
debut at the Metropolition, this
All of these artist are members of
I
“too!
door fireplaces provided for the pub
Mrs. Ernest Butman, a son—William
With envelopes to match, and including
Spring. The appearance of Miss the Metropolitian Opera Company music for the square dances, or old
lic, and outdoor lunch was served.
George.
fashioned
“
hoe
downs
”
was
furnished
Tentoni, will give to the music lovers I and are being presented 'by Mr
Rockport. Nov. 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
your name on each card
of Portland and vicinity, the oppor- I Royer’s sister, Mrs. Melvin C. Pray, by Mrs. Dana Southworth and Purgatory ark is a wild upheaval of
nature, looking as if a hill of rock
Marshall E Reed a son.
tunity of hearing one of the most ' ln a benefjt concert for the Port Arthur Brown.
Rockland, Nov. 22. to Mr and Mrs.
The event broke up about midnight had split in two, making a boulder
outstanding young sopranos of the , iand Symphony Orchestra.
We do not send eamples by mail
Charles Montgomery, a son.
with
everybody declaring it a grand strewn chasm with walls of some 50
Metropolitian Company.
J'
feet in height, in a, most ragged and
time
and
all
records
for
attendance
Rockland, Nov. 22. to
ti Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Tentoni began singing to the
jagged formation. Among those ln
Charles P Huntley, a son
broken,
some
148
Vinalhavenites
and
accompaniment of her father's violin
Now is the time to buy while the stock is
friends having taken part and quite the party were: Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Cushing. Nov. 15 to Mr and Mrs.
when she was but seven years old,
a few others who had failed to make Morse. Mr. and Mrs B. E. McElroy,
Bert Butter, a son.
but it was not until her senior year
complete
reservations having to be regret Miss Roberta and John McElroy, Mrs.
Warren. Nov. 22. to Mr. and Mrs.
in High School, after appearing in a
• ’Jo •
Colon
Wood.
Miss
Polly
Wood,
Miss
fully informed there were no seats
W
iNathan iLeadli, la 60 n-E mer LaHigh School operetta, that she de
Postage
10c
additional
on each box
Minnie Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
available.
forest
cided upon a musical career. It was
Birnie
and
family,
John
Cassie,
Mr.
The Committee in charge desires
at this performance that an out-ofOwl's Head, Nov. 27, to Mr. and
to impress most emphatically the and Mrs. A. B. Brown. Mr. and Mrs.
town. symphony orchestra director in
Mrs. William M. Sawyer, a son—Far
necessity of those who wish to at H. A. Abbott and daughter. Mr. and
the audience, invited her to appear
rell John.
tend to make reservations and de Mrs. A. A. 'Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. A.
as soloist with his orchestra, al
Rockland. Nov. 19. to Mr. and Mrs.
posit
their fee, for only in this M. Cassie, Miss Dorothy Cassie. Mr.
though
at
that
time,
she
had
never
Rankin St.,
Rockland
Arthur J. Post, a son—Walter Jame
manner can the records be kept and and Mrs. A. F. Creed. Miss Beulah
actually studied the vocal art.
son.
120Ttf the necessary arrangements lie made Gilchrist, Mr and Mrs. O. V Drew.
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USED CARS

Bought and Sold

MILLER’S GARAGE

Vlnalhaven,

Oct,

26,

Simon

R,

After two years of study she won
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Every-Other-Day
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Waldoboro
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Mrs. Elmer Eugley is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack have been
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
called to Massachusetts by the death
of Mrs. Mack's sister, Mrs. Maude
TUESDAY, NOV. 24
Stetson.
“Pigskin Parade’’
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz have
STUART ERWIN,
moved into the upper apartment in
ARIANE JUDGE
the house formerly owned by the
late Mrs. Eugenia Waltz, now the
THURSDAY, NOV. 26
property of Arthur Brown.
“Public Enemy’s Wife”
Mr. and Mrs. John Cofe are in
PAT O’BRIEN,
Florida where they will pass the
MARGARET LINDSAY
winter.
Matinee 3.00 P. M.
Mrs. I. T. Marple has closed her
home here and will pass the winter
SATURDAY, NOV. 28
with her son, Howard, and Mrs.
“Thank You Jeeves”
Marple in Chicago.
AU schools ln town will be closed
ARTHUR TREACHER,
VIRGINIA FIELDS* 1 from Wednesday afternoon until
Matinee 2.30 P. M.
Monday morning.
Mrs. Harold R. Smith. Mrs. J. T.
Special: $10 given away each
Gay and Miss Ellen Smith attended
Saturday night In three prizes;
thc meeting of Pemaquid Chapter,
tihrd prize this week is $12.
DAJl. Saturday in Wiscasset.
140-141
Mrs. S. H. Weston, Miss Jean
Keene of Bremen Mrs. K. K. Weston
VINALHAVEN
and Philip Weston were ln Portland
recently. Miss Keene was guest of
L. A. Ccombs returned Friday from
the S. H Westons for the weekend.
Boston where he attended the VinsilThe new Waldo Theatre, rapidly
haven reunion.
nearing completion, 1s attracting
Frank Rossiter of Camden is guest favorable attention from passers-by.
of his father, Capt. Frank Rossiter. Designed on Colonial lines it fits
Charles Chilles was in Frankfort on j admirably into the attractive setting
business recently.
I of the grounds formerly occupied by
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs are ' the ancient Reed mansion. The
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Glenn'-S grounds are being landscaped also,
Coe, in iBoontown, N. 4.
j trees native to Maine adding to the
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett returned ' Picturesque foreground. Concealed
Friday from Boston where Mr Fos-I^ttog In
sett has been a patient at the Palmer building the appearance at night of
a scene from a motion picture of
Memorial Hospital.
Colonial days.
Mrs. Keith Carver went Monday .to
Lewiston where she will be holiday
WARREN
•guest of Dr. and Mrs. Leroy Gross.
The'"Sisters of the Skillet" met E^iMr. and Mrs. William Partridge
day night with Mrs. Vincent Daucette. were recent callers at the home cf
Cwrrtrht. l«M, K. J. iterooidi rotate-Co.. Winouaboloa. N. O.
David Mills of Camden spent the Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Davis. Port
FOOD EDITOR-Miss Dorothy
weekend in town.
Clyde.
Good food and good tobacco go together naturally!
Malone says: "I'm interested in
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew returned
good digestion. Camels build up
Mrs. Elmer Jameson Sr, motored
AMELS set you right! They help to ease tension. And to in
Saturday from a visit in Boston and Friday to West Newton. Mass., with
a sense of digestive well-being.”
New York.
crease the flow of digestive fluids—alkaline digestive fluids
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Jameson Jr. of
Floyd Robertson was a Rockland Waldoboro and will visit Mr. and
— so important to your digestive well-being. You enjoy food
Mrs. Henry McCraw until after the
visitor Saturday.
more and have a feeling of greater ease after eating when you
Camels are made from finer,
Mrs. Vinal Hopkins was hostess Sat holiday
smoke Camels between courses and after meals.
“THE BEST MEAL I ever ate would
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert spent
urday afternoon to the “Sisters of the
be a disappointment if I couldn't
Enjoy Camels all you wish—all through the day. Camels don’t
.. .Turkish and Domestic .. .
w
the weekend in Beverly, Mass, as
Skillet."
enjoy Camels,” says William H.
get on the nerves. And when you’re tired, get a "lift" with a Camel.
than any other popular brand.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rich of Isle guests of Mr and Mrs. Glenn Reever.
Ferguson, salesman.
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett, and sonau Haut and Mrs. Margaret McOuffie
of Stonington were guests of Mrs. in-law Bart Pellicane accompanied
Florence Gross while in town to at by Mrs. Maurice Ginn and daughter.
tend the funeral services for Mrs. Lu Miss Marion Ginn of Rockland re
turned Wednesday from Northamp
cinda Gross
A son, Victor Grant, was born Nov. ton, Mass., where they visited Miss Trees, two Franklin Trees and a
running a machine a knife flew from
NORTH CUSHING
CRIEHAVEN
SWAN’S ISLAND
TENANT’S HARBOR
11 to Mr. and 'Mrs. Armand Le Deaux. Mary Ginn, in training in the Cool copper beech, the planting of speci
it, striking his right side and causing
The quarry at Willardham has re
Mrs. Sadie Gross entertained the
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Creed returned ey-Dickinson Hospital. Mr. Pelli mens has been halted for this sea
Nicholas Anderson has employment
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Copeland of an internal hemorrhage. Mr. Moore,
Methodist Ladies' Aid Thursday aft-.' sumed operations for a few weeks.
Saturday from a trip to Boston and cane was also guest of his brother son.
in Portland.
Thomaston called recently on rela an ambitious and enterprising young
Peter Pellicane in Hyde Park. Mass.
man. was a graduate of Boston Uni
New York.
The Ginkgo tree, or maiden-hair ernoon. Mrs. Harry Johnson was1 Alvah Harris is having a new gaRev. Neil Bowsfield of the Seacoast tives here.
Mr and Mrs, Lee W. Walker ac- tree, is the oldest surviving tree in guest of honor.
• • ••
lage built. Arthur Mossman being in Missionary Society spoke here re
Miss Lillian Davis and broth“r versity. He is survived by an uncie,
companied by Mr. and Mrs Ensign | worW hav,ng
miuions of
Ralph of Camden were dinner guests Colby A. Moore of Rockland, and two
Miss Elaine Joyce has been ill with charge of the work.
Mrs. Lucinda T. Gerrish
cently.
Otis of Rockland, and Miles Weston years ago. A deciduous tree, it bears
lecently of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph aunts, Mrs. Flora B. Dunton of this
Mrs.
Bertha
Maxwell
is
vacationing
mumps.
Lucinda T., widow of Joseph Ger of Thomaston left Friday to attend
place and Mrs. Elizabeth Bowley ol
Mrs.
Ellen
Mitchell
is
visiting
her
Hoffses.
plum-like fruit, which contains In
Will Holmes has been at the light in Bath.
rish, died Nov. 16. at Isie au Haut, the Harvard-Yale football game in side an edible, though not a pleas
Framingham.
sister, Mrs Agnes Simpson in Rock
Mrs.
Georgia
Thorndike
and
son
Mrs Frank Sholes and family of
house for several weeks during the
land.
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. New Haven.
Donald of Thomaston visited last
ingly flavored nut. A Chinese tree, It
absence of Mr. and Mrs Roscoe Portland were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Starrett visited is now cultivated In Japan. The
NORTH WARREN
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Harriet
Samuel Rich. Deceased was formerly
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rexford
Anderson
Sholes'
mother.
Chandler.
Gertrude Nelson and Josie Conary will pass Thanksgiving Day with Forsblom.
a resident of this town, daughter of Parker Starrett in Woolwich, re Franklin tree Is beautiful ln season,
Mrs. Charles W. Mank spent a day
Capt. Rcscoe Kent has been on a were hostesses Thursday at the Re Mrs. Anderson's parents in Loudville
with long glossy green leaves, which
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lufkin
William and Carolyn Oross and was
with
her daughter, Mrs. H A. Hawes
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry, and turn crimson In the fall. It bears vacation.
passed the weekend In Rockland with
bekah Lodge supper.
Fred Simpson is on a deer hunting
born in West Stonington. Her age family. Walter Perry of Portland. three inch white blossems ln the
in
Union,
recently.
Mrs. Lufkin’s mother, Mrs. Martha
John Reid went Sunday to New trip in the Maine woods
Miss Beatrice Stockbridge is in a
Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Maxey of
was 66 years.
Phyllis, Carl and Jeannette recently autumn.
Hamilton.
Massachusetts hospital where she re Hampshire where he has employ
Glen Cove were callers Sunday at
Victor White accompanied Mr. and
Mrs. Gerrish is survived by three visited Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts in
The correspondent would appre
Garden clubs Invited recently to cently underwent a major eperation. ment
Mabie Crawford's; O. R. Cummings
Mrs.
Watson
Barter
on
a
recent
trip
daughters, Mrs. John Nelson. Mrs. Belmont, Mass.
ciate
it
if
the
people
of
this
commun

Clark Island Quarry has closed for
have trees set out marked with their Her mother, Mrs. Seth Stockbridge, is
of
Union called Thursday.
to Boston from Tenant's Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred O. Jameson name tag. have responded, by select with her.
Thomas Polk of this town, and Mrs.
ity who entertain guests or have any
the winter.
The Warren chemical was called
Samuel Rich of Isle au Haut; two went Monday to Boston where they ! ing from Mr. Lermond's list, the
Mrs Fannie Morris is resting com
Bad fishing weather—but it helps item of interest for the paper would Wednesday morning to a chimney
A public party and dance were held
sisters, Mrs. Alex McGuffie and Mrs. will remain for an indefinite period. tree to be placed ln the arboretum.
fortably at the Maine General Hos the growth of the boat which Peter leave names at Smith's store where
fire at the Ed Ross house.
James McGuffie of Stonington; also
Rev. H I. Holt was supper guest Clubs which have trees are the Ken- 1 in Odd Fellows hall Friday in honor pital in Lewiston following a surgical Mitchell is building.
they could be collected Tuesday night
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson are
one brother. Henry Gross of Stoning last Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer nebec Valley Garden Club of Au- ' of Luella (Holmes) Savage, who has operation.
and ln this way make the news let
recently
been
married
and
will
make
Cecil
Prior
of
Loudville
visited
his
in
Boston where Mr Jameson will
ton. and several grandchildren.
Jameson Jr. in Waldoboro,
ter of general interest.
gusta, black maple; Camden Garden !
John Wall is making his home at
entef a hospital as a surgical pa
She was a ,member of Ocean Bound
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sheldon have Club, Ginkgo tree; Waldoboro her new home in Portland, where Mr. Capt, Orris Holbrook's for the sea sister, Mrs. Rex Anderson, recently
The eighth birthday of Miss Phyl
Rebekah Lodge and of the Eastern returned from New York city, where Garden Club, black or sweet birch; Savage has employment. Having son
Albert Guptill and family ^iave lis Risteen and the birth date of tient after attending a clinic for a
been generally interested in all social
time.
Star at Stonington.
they attended the auto show.
her uncle. Gerald Smith, also eight,
Damariscotta Garden Club, river
Miss Margaret Reid visited friends moved to their new home.
The remains were brought here for
Georges River Lodge K. of P. will birch. Thomaston Garden club has work, and a teacher in the public in Boston and also her brother Rob
j
were
celebrated
with
a
joint
party,
Bertrand McClure has returned
burial and funeral services held work the rank of Page on one candi voted to have a scarlet oak planted, i schools for ten years, she will be ert in«Hyannis. Mass., before her do-1 from a visit with his grandparents in j their guests being Elaine Boutelle,
greatly
missed
in
the
community.
She
Thursday in Union Church, the pas date tonight.
Patricia Haskell, Beverly Harper,
parture Sunday for Bloomfield. N J. 1 Rockland.
while the Rockland Garden club has
How Many
tor, (Rev. N. F. Atwood, officiating
Mrs. Ilda Russell has returned given Mr. Lermond a sum of money received in farewell remembrance a where she will enter the Western' Guy Simpson is taking in his traps Harvey and Francis Jones Wendall
gift
of
money
and
a
bridal
basket,
There were many floral offerings. In home from Cambridge, Mass., where to select a tree.
preparatory to a winter's absence Young and Edward Killeran. A peaPennies Your
the latter being arranged by Mrs. Union Training School.
terment was in the family lot in she has been guest of her daughter,
1 nut hunt and other games were en
Mrs. Fred S. Woods of Portland.5 Maud Bridges. The presentation was
A Thanksgiving service will be held from town.
Ocean View cemetery. The bearers Miss Lillian Russell.
joyed after which refreshments were
Child’s life?
Wednesday at the Seaside Baptist
president of the Maine Federation of made by Calvin Vinal.
• • • •
were Charles Polk, John Ne!
served, consisting of two birthday
Garden Clubs, approves this move
Church, with music and special fea
Additions io Knox Academy
Thomas Polk and Almond M
cakes, cookies and ice cream, the
ment and hopes that the Longfellow
tures included. This service will be
Collections of specimens, and Garden Club of Portland, of which
Those from out of town to attend thc
EAST UNION
DOES YOUR
table being prettily decorated in
at 6.45 instead of the usual time.
services were Mr. and Mrs. Samuel other gifts of Interest are on the In she is a member will follow suit In
green and 'yellow with green caps for
Everyone Is invited.
Mrs. Doris Robbins and daughter.
Rich of Isle au Haut, Henry Gross, crease at the Knox Academy, and the matter.
the boys and yellow for the girls.
Boys in this vicinity enjoyed two
Elaine of Union visited Mrs. May
Mrs. Margaret McGuffie of Stoning for the Arboretum also.
Several nice gifts were received and
days of skating on the marsh re
An addition to the library is the Rcbbins recently.
CALL YOU
Two new paintings adorn the walls
ton. Mrs. Ethel Courier and Mrs. Dor
as a special guest Phyllis’ mother
cently.
L. H. Bailey's Standard Cyclopedia
—one a landscape by the late Albert
othy Andred of Massachusetts.
Thelma
Hannon
has
been
guest
oi
Mrs. Marguerite Risteen was present
There
was
an
attendance
of
18
at
of
Horticulture.
• • • •
Merchant of Rockland, the canvas
Mrs. Maud Payson.
from Rockland.
the latest meeting of the Baptist
Fifteen men and overseer from the
not entirely finished but lovely
WPA Worker Missing
Mrs. John Lindell is home from
Ernest
Douglas,
Jr.
met
with
a
men's
chorus.
He’s truthful if not tactful. Man
The whereabouts of Henry Brqjdn, nevertheless, another which Is a de Jefferson COC Camp have made painful accident Sunday while play
Milton
Mass., for a short vacation.
A Thanksgiving entertainment and like, he is bewildered by your
employed on a WPA project, who’ light for Its action is the marine by much progress in their months work ing. One of his arms was broken in
Enroute
here she visited her son Don’t Try to "Save” on Home
social
will
be
held
tomorrow
night
at
offishnessand
at the arboretum in clearing the
disappeared late Saturday, had not Edwin Witham, young Rockland
Eino who is attending the Trade Remedies—Ask Your Doctor
a fall and his eibow crushed badly. I.O.O.F. hall for the benefit of the
grove,
and
improving
the
road.
irritability.
He
been ascertained this morning al artist of much promise.
can’t understand School of Commerce in Portland.
There is one point, on which prac
The membership drive of the After treatment at the hospital he Tenant’s Harbor Grammar School.
though a group of 50 men havq Seventy-six new and excellent
returned
home
where
he
Is
making
Allen's
orchestra
will
furnish
music
tically all doctors agree. That is:
what you have
scoured the woods and shore under specimens of Maine minerals have Academy is still on, the goal being steady recovery.
lion’I give your child unknown remedies
to be blue about.
and candy, grabs and hot dogs will
SEARSMONT
1000
members.
been
added
by
Stanley
Perham
of
without asking your doctor fust.
the direction of Deputy Sheriff War
He wishes that
be
on
sale.
Mrs.
Maud
Payson
and
Alice
Davis
West Paris, black quartz crystal be
All mothers know this. But some
ren J. Billings.
a • • a
A light snow fell here last Tues
you’d snap out
Three thousand boys and girls dined recently with Mrs. Lottie Well
times the instinct to save a few
Mr. Brown, aged 30 years, left his ing the most outstanding. Director
Memorial Library Notes
of it. He’d do day afternoon—the first of the sea pennies by buying “something just
man and daughter Helen Gordon in
work shortly before quitting time, his Lermond plans for the best exhibi have already enrolled for 1937 in
The library Is settling into its win Mra.BarbaraSpeana n y ( h i n g he son.
as good” overcomes caution.
Hope.
Maine
4-H
Clubs.
overcoat and dinner pail remaining tion of Maine minerals ln the state,
could to help you. If he knew
ter schedule.
Among the lucky hunters thus far
When it comes to the widely used
and
has
bought
12
new
cases
for
ex

on a rock where he had been labor
Noon sessions are held each Wed how good Lydia E. Pinkham’s have been Herbert Mahuren. Clar children's remedy — “milk of mag
hibition purposes.
—' ' —'
....
,6233'
ing.
nesday to accommodate long distance Vegetable Compound was, he’d ence Gelo and Mr. Smith. F. A. nesia” — many doctors for over half
A small collection of marine speci
go straight to the nearest drug Dunton brought down a large 13- a century have said “PHILLIPS.”
It is thought that the missing man
students.
For Phillips’ Milk of Magnesia is the
mens from the California coast Is
was despondent over a marital sepa
The library is glad to offer to its store and buy you a bottle.
point buck Monday.
standard of the world. Safe for chil
the gift of Tom Burtch, who senk It
You will find the
ration.
"My husband says I am my old
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burgess of dren.
readers three of the outstanding
ln exchange for Maine coast
Keep this in mind, and say “PHIL
books of 1936—"Gone with the Wind" self again,” says Mrs. Barbara Belfast and Mrs. Francelia Moody
K. & W. “DEFLEKTAIR” Metal Centre
material. Among the specimens are
Spears, 799 Elma Street, Akron, were recent visitors at the home of LIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA”
by
Margaret
Mitchell;
‘
‘
Drums
Along
WINDOW
VENTILATOR
crabs, sea urchins, and brittle star
when you buy. Comes now, also in
Ohio. "I was tired and all in with
the Mohawk" by Walter D. Edmonds; no appetite. Had no pep and was Rev. and Mrs. Alfred H. Ives of tablet form. Get the form you prefer.
fish. Rodney Feyler, Commissioner
A Great Investment in Solid Comfort
a book especially interesting to young in poor spirits. Your Vegetable Strong. Rev. Mr. Ives was formerly But see that what you get is labeled
of Sea and Shore Fisheries, has
Outdoor freshness with indoor snugness. Wonderful ventilation for
j “Genuine Phillips’ Milk of Mag
folks. "Around the World in Eleven Compound eliminated that awful pastor here.
living and sleeping rooms. Rain or snow cannot get in. Curtains
added a small collection of Georges
nesia.” 25/ for a big box of thc tablets
The
men
of
the
Methodist
Church
Years"
written
by
the
three
Abbe
and
draperies
protected
against
rust,
soot
and
moisture.
These
tired
feeling.
”
Without Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out of Bed in
Banks scallop shells, among which is
at drug stores.
K.
&
W.
Ventilators
are
strongly
made
—
adjustable
to
any
window.
were
chefs
and
waiters
last
Tuesday
children. A late Western story,
the Morninp Barin' It Go
Don’t try your husband’s patience
the fossilized vertebrae from an un
ALSO IN TABLET FORM:
Two
sizes:
The liver should pour out two pounds of
"King Bird Rides" by Max Brand too far. Get a bottle from your at the vestry and a fine account they
known variety of fish from the
Each tiny tablet
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
8
inch
high,
adjustable
21
to
37
in.
wide,
35c.
By
mail,
45c
is the equivalent
Is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
will also be enjoyed “Green Light" druggist NOW. It probably will gave of themselves. Chairman Rev.
banks, Mr. Feyler is having a'
of a teaspoon
11 Inch high, adjustable 21 to 37 in. wide, 55c. By mail, 65c
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
help you, because nearly a million Mr. Wills, garbed in white apron,
ful of genuine
by Douglas Is now on the shelves.
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
mahogany case built for the Art and
Phillips" Milk
American women know from per carved the meat.
whole system is poisoned and you feel aour,
FARM, DAIRY and
POULTRY SIPIDlS — SEEDS
of Magnesia.
Science building which will contain
sunk and the world looks punk.
sonal experience that it helps them;
Laxatives are only makeshifts. K mere
Raymond Moore, 28. of Framing
Denmark, Germany, and Australia
all varieties of scallop shells.. Mr.
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
ham, son of Ivory C. Moore, formerly
takes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
have more dairy cows on test than
Lermond has arranged the sponge
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
of this place, died Nov. 7 in Boston
does the United States. Tjie United
collection, which is highly interest
freely and make you feel "up and up”. Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
TEDERAL and TEMPLE STS.
PORTLAND
MAINE
following
an accident which occurred
States
is
eighteenth
among
countries
ing.
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by
" VEGETABLE
COMPOUND
name. Stubbornly refute anything else. 25c.
hi his father's machine shop. While PHILLIPS’ m»gS«S*
in the percentage of its cows tested.
With the planting of five Ginkgo

COSTLIER

C

TOBACCOS

MA

RX?

"DIGESTIONS SAKE—SMOKE CAMELS

HUSBAND

GROUCHY?

PLENTY OF FRESH AIR-NO DRAFTS

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Kendall & Whitney

✓

Page Six "*

NOTICE: A & P Stores will be opened Wed. eve. until 9 P. M.

-fart a. qlavtd
FOOD STOWESJl

/

*

/

THOMASTON

FANCY GRADE, YOUNG, SPECIALLY-SELECTED

URKEY5

FANCY FRESH-KILLED NORTHWESTERN
THE BEST THAT CAN BE BOUGHT

AT ANY PRICE. Every one a perfect
specimen of furkeydom-yoong, plump,
delightfully tender and flavorsome.
One of these grand birds will make
your Thanksgiving feast a truly festive
fare-and will save you money, tool
LOOK FOR THIS TAG!

The Pilgrim Tag is your assurance of choicest qual
ity; for every Pilgrim Turkey is young and fresh—
the pick of the country's finest flocks.

CHICKENS

FANCY MILK-FED
4 TO 5 LB. AVERAGE LB

GEESE

FANCY
SELECTED

29<

LB

25c

FANCY SELECTED
10 TO 14 LB. AVERAGE

LB

27c

FANCY MILK-FED
4 TO 5 LB. AVERAGE

LB

27c

DUCKLINGS

FOWL

PORK LOINS

23<

RIB OR CHINE

Sausage Meat pureSporx bag 29c

Oysters northern pt 29c

LARGE
C^l
LARGE
CAN

AaP pumpkin

10c
AkP SQUASH
10c
PITTED DATES DROMEDARY 2 PKGS 25c
SEEDED RAISINS
3 PKGS 25c
SEEDLESS RAISINS
3 PKGS 25c
'LARGE
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF' CAN
S19c
OCEAN SPRAY CRSAUCERY2 CANS 29c
SUNNYFIELD FAMILY FLOUR,
83c
SUNNYFIELD PASTRY FLOUR
73c
PURE LARD, bulk or pkg.,
2 lbs 27c
1 LB
SUGAR
CONFECTIONERS
3 PKGS 20c
1 LB
BROWN SUGAR
3 PKGS 20c
MINCE MEAT QUEEK ANN
PKG Wc
MINCE MEAT NONE SUCH 2 PKGS 23c
RaR plum pudding EACH 25c
9
1 BO1 19c
CRISCO
19c
TIN
MAIL
OVALTINE
59c CAN 29c
2
RAJAH CURRANTS
PKGS 25c
SOUPS HEINZ
CONSOMME & CHICKEN GUMBO
2 CANS 25c
LGE •
Beverages
YUKON
59=
BOTS
Walnut Meats lb15«
Dromedary Peel pkc 9c
EXCEPT CLA'.' CHO.VDEf

Dixie

cake

Mix

Walnuts
Mixed Nuts
POULTRY
SEASONING

-

BCh S

Layer Figs
.....

,

Millers

pkg

IOc

pkg

19c

LB _ —
BOX

GUARANTEE
CHOCOLATE

i ZC

Mince Meat 2
Salad Dressing
Bokar Coffee te
Red Circle Coffee
8 O'Clock Coffee
AA.

AA

WHIPPLE'S

lb jar

23c
23c
20c
lb 16c

JAR

UlSCCSC

Every-Other-Day
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COLORED w e

WELL CURED

LE

APC

Tomato Juice l*ane10c
Sweet Cider gal jug 37c
C
II
'BE
Sparkle
ex coffee 4pkgsi5c
Plain Olives E ° E 43c
Stuffed Olives 1 N 53c
Pineapple Juice ncan°49c
Mince Meat heinz can 39c
DESSERTS-

p nt jra r

p tcjarr

fhfi
bread vaius

in fsssais Z
GRANDMOTHER'S

WHITE BREAD
20 OZ
LOAF 8c

3

WHITE HOUSE

MILK EVAPORATED

MINCE MEAT

c ALL
CANS

FRIENDS
CAN

20c
27«

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

FLORIDA ORANGES ooGzE 33c
FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT 3 &
RED EMPEROR CRAPES
SWEET POTATOES
CRANBERRIES

27<
19c 5
2
6£

PECANS

LB

CELERY

NEW
YORK

LBS

25c

ONIONS

BULK

LBS

APPLES v/inesap 4

FOR

LBS

b

19c
25c

SQUASH
10
FRESH DATES

23c
25c
19c
23<
• 23c
LB 25c

MED

2 bchs

19c

lbs

,7c

10

Fred Jealous and Walter Rawson
were home from Bowdoin over the
weekend at Thomaston and Sunday
at Hcsmer's Pond where "Fearless
Fred" plans to partlr*ate in the
w'nter sports. Both are members of
the Zeta Psi Fraternity.
Th? Baptist Ladies' Circle will
hold its annual Christmas sale in the
vestry Dec. 8. at 2. Serving on the
various booths are: Mrs. Letitia R
Starrett and Mrs. Leona W. Starrett,
cooked food; Mrs Harriet Creigh
ton and Mrs. Grace Andrews, candy;
Mrs Fred Wyllie and Mrs. Fred But
ler. vegetables; Mrs. Minnie C. Wil'
son and Mrs. Annie Wyllie. aprons;
Mrs. Gertrude Hahn and Mrs. Lucy
Sillery. fancy work: Mrs Susie Newbert. Orabs. A feature of the afternoon will be a baby show in charge
of Mrs Ruby Hall.
Orace Chapter. O.ES meets Wed
nesday In Masonic hall at 7:30
Obligation Night will be observed

and officers are requested to wear
white. Refreshments will be served.
Howard Wood, of Patten, a form
er guard at the Maine State Prison,
who has been visiting Acting-Deputy Warden and Mrs. Alfred P Chapman. for two days, went Saturday to
Old Orchard where he will be the
guest of relatives before going to
Massachusetts for the winter.

appreciated their hostesses kindness.
They met Nov. 7 with Betty Fales
and last Saturday with Virginia
Roes
The Federated Circle will have's
busy day Dec. 1. At 9:30 a. m.. the
Congregational vestry will be the
scene of a rummage sale with Miss
Jessie Crawford in charge At 1:30
the bazaar will begin, when Mrs
Ella Dunn will preside at the cooked
food booth: Mrs. Edna Young, candy?
Mrs. Nina Leach, fancy work; Mrs.
Margaret Stewart, aprons: Mrs. Ora
Woodcock, orange tree grabs and
Mrs. Evelyn Snow, white elephants
The last scene will be a festive one.
Supper, with (Mrs. Marian B Grafton
in charge, will be served at 6:30.
Mrs. Arshak Semarjian and son.
Dean, returned to Boston Saturday
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clement
Mood}- for three weeks
Rpv an{f Mrs. P B. Franklin and
son. Phillips, of Sanford, have been
visiting Mrs. Robert A Watts com
ing to attend the funeral services for
Mrs. Henrietta P. Levensaler.
Donald P. Oeorge and Charles E
Shorey who passed two weeks at
Kingfliartlett camps at Eustis, while
hunting, and Richard O. Elliot and
Arthur E. McDonald, who joined
them for the past week, returned
home Sunday.
Robert, son of Mr and Mrs. J.
Russell Davis, was guest of honor at
;a
«iven at thelr home Sat^
afternoon, to celebrate his fifth
' birthday. Several jolly games were
played and Gay Stetson won the
prize for pinning on Mickey Mouse's
tail. There was also an entertain
ment program to which each child
contribuled reclutions or tap day

IN THE BIG CITY
Tnajo Vinalkav.n Cn.srvU. See

V inalhaven Couples oee
V«.l,
__T,.„ T-.
INeW 1 ork 1 rom I op 10

I WO

Xi

CAMDEN

In Everybody’s Column
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Advertisements in this column nov to '
MfS Eu«elle Upham haS retUrnfd '«-dThT™One. inserted
fm £ ♦
---------------------------Boston where she received cents, three times for 50 cento. Addl.. , .
.
I tional lines five cento each for one time
BRUSH for sale Trucking of all kinds,
medical treatment.
10 cenu for three times. Six words. Tei 384-m
139*141

the Rnttnm
Walter Wadsworth shot a fine doe
BRUSH and loam for sale Delivered.
Call 23-W WILLIAM ANDERSON. West
____
j Saturday at Duck Trap.
139-141
•t Meadow Road
Postmaster and Mrs O V Drew
Mrs Katherine Sobel has closed «
CHRISTMAS wreaths with novelty
bows, 25c. 35c, 50c postpaid.
LOST AND FOUND ribbon
ond Mr. and Mrs. Alfred F. Creed of *ler home on Central street and is in
Made of fir. hemlock, princess pine and
■ Brooklyn, N Y.. where she will
other
evergreens.
Don’t delay, order Im
Vinalhaven were in the city Satur- j
mediately for Christmas delivery. P L.
spend the winter with friends.
HOUND
dog
lost
Tuesday
ln
Winslows
BROW
N.
Thoma
ston
_____________141-145
day on their return from the VinalMr. and IMrs. Charles Beckett Of ’ MUls.'biaCk ond tan female. 8. C. PERRY
PORTABLE electric sewing machine
haven reunion in Boston. After the I Coleman Pond have rented the Clyde
collar Reward 38 Talbot Ave_.^TeL for sale, paid $84. will sell for $25. as
good as new. ETHEL M. BLACKINGTON.
reunion they continued to New York Marriner house on Park street for sHORT-haired yellow, black and white 501
Main St., Bicknell block. Tel. 1004
I cat lost ln vicinity of Owls Head Re141-143
where for two days they saw the the winter
......
ward. BURDELL STROUT.
139-141
CHICKENS for Thanksgiving for sale,
sights of the big town.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H. Stratton
POCKETBOOK lost Saturday _____
night i __
25c...
lb __________________
Dressed lf desired _ R LITTLE 22
Piloted and shepherded by Harold havereturned from a gunning trip at i near post office square. 18 Camden St.. Meadow Road. Thomaston
141-lt
...
cir.ttAn
u'nonflnBd
to
or
Jefferson
St
;
contents
valuable
to
RCA Victor. 1937 5-tube Super-hetero
Vinal the party took in a Follies; Hancock. Mr Stratton is confined to owner Flnder may have money „
dyne for sale, brand new. never con
show starring Fannie Brice, the Ra- his heme on Bay View street by ill- pocketbook is returned with other con- nected Price $1995. Tel. 672-M
141-lt
„
.....
I tents. GRACE LEWIS, 16 Camden St..
dio Music Hall attraction and un ; ness.
Tel 463-w
141-lt
twenty cords ol Mt. wood lor sale;
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Mutch have
■ 1 ■1
— also one lot of 50 cds.; $8 cord delivered.
English play "Night Must Fall." Of
C M BURGESS, Union. Tel 6-4 141-143
course the trip had to include a visit returned from Boston where Mr.
KINEO C 820 cook^tove for sale, must
be sold Immediately. C. A GREGORY,
to the Empire State Building where Mutch was a surgical patient at the
Glen Cove. Tel. 144.
141-lt
WANTED
.
____________
from the height of 102 stories the New England Baptist Hospital.
_ . . . ..............................
..... ...
’
’
THREE small wood lots for sale near
■ wto mail! road,
Ralph Merrill and Murry Macln—
hard, soft, lumber. T J.
city lays spread out ln all directions.
Tel. Rockland
While Mr. Drew and Mr. Creed were tosh have returned to New York city | MAN wanted to supply customers with £.aRROLL'Thomaston,
emm.e =• ths famous Watkins Products In Rockland 263-21_____________________________ 139-tf
attending the New York automobile after spending the summer at thv and nearby nlrallocalities No InvestWORK horse forsale. 8 years old. 1600
residence on High street.
, ment. Business established, earnings I lbs,, clever and sound Nothing for him
show, and the Ford exhibit at the Merrill
_
. _
, ,
,
average $25 weekly, pay starts lmmedl- to do. JOSEPH C. INGRAHAM. West
Frank Grassow shot a doe Satur- i ately Write j. r watkins company, I Meadow Rd city
140-142
Waldorf-Astoria hotel the ladies took
day
at
his
home
in
Hope.
2
31’89 Johnson Ave. Newark. N. J
MALE, black bulldog, white vest, nice
.’a all the shopping) centers from
141-lt
------------------- tali, very reasonable. MRS ROSE HUPMr and Mrs. C. E. Crockett left
Saks to the 5 & 10's. The Postmaster
Rest
Haven. | PER Tenants Harbor. Tel. 4-3
139-141
.
.
PATIENTS wanted at__
— ______
used stov„ bought alld w[d 3^,,reports that the funniest sight he Monday for Arkansas wherg he has Prlce. reasonable eva ames, Tel. 1293
1_________________________________ 141 143 j good bargains In kitchen ranges. C E.
saw in his entire trip was seeing cmployment.
I want to buy soft wood on the stump . GROTTON. 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M.
Mrs. A. L. Worthing Is confined to
Mrs. Drew hippity
hopping
up
and
..
.„ -r ------ , or by the lot. Most any kind will do________________________
141-tf
down Broadway on the arm nf Har- h<>r ‘lonle on Washington street by J but prefer. Fir and Spruce mostly. W CHEVROLET truck 1931. dual wheels.
’
01
3
Hlne«
GEORGE PAYSON. East Union 141-143' overload springs, new body, six good
old Vinal, the hip hops being caused ulness'-------------------------------------------------- | •>
— •for
— sale---— *—
------ —- land.
tires
or—
trade
for desirable
by the loss of one of the heels from 1 Howard Bramha11 is a surgieal MAN to become contact man for inquire. MILTON H FRENCH 139
national organization wanted. Expert- piPa.sant St Rockland.
141-143
her shoe, and no place to get It re-1 patient at lhe Com-’nunlty Hospital ence unnecessary Write 750-770 Madison ——— ------ ——--------------------------------------Bldg.. Milwaukee. Wls
141-lt 1 CHEVROLET dump truck 1933. for
sale; new body. $360 Inquire ERNEST
, ____ ,
-----paired. This happened not only | The firemen were called out yester
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted
lor
man
MUNRO. 34 Union St Tel 8910 139-141
day for a chimney fire at the home ln small village, no one over 45 alone
need ———-—- ------- -------------------------------------once but twice, the heels catching in
apply J Liberty. Maine
137-142 1 HAY 10 to 12 tons good loose hay for
of A. D. Coose on Pearl street.
-LL------------------------------------------------------- sale Grown on new land, good quality.
a car track and a side walk grating
GORDON. Union
139-141
The funeral of Mrs. Addie iSan- MIDDLEAQED lady would like posl- p
respectively.
tion as housekeeper or general house- , —
fordi Leland who died at the home work Address J A H Friendship^ _Me. j DRESSED chickens for sale for
The saddest sight of the trip was
139-141 Thanksgiving H W LITTLE. 360 Broad
of her son. John Carey in Jamestown j Box 44
way. Tel. 532
139-141
seeing an elderly man. somewhat the
NEAT capable woman wanted to do ,
------ -----------------------R. I., was held Monday and burial housework
for
the
/Winter
Four
I11
.
1100
le<,t
»
l
ce
pine
boards
for
sale,
worse for Uuor, after he had pitched
aLld under cover. $25 for lot.
was in that city. The deceased was family, two children. Will have own j
room and help with housework Pay $3 ERNEST L STARRETT. Tel 43-12
down a flight of stairs in the Nortli
born in this town but had been ill with excellent board Location Matinicus __ _______________________________ 14(),142
Station in Bcston The man was un
for several months at the home of Island. Wanted Immediately so please ' fancy dressed chickens lor sale. 30c
call with application at The Courier- 1 lb. guy JOHNSON. Lake ave Tel 566-J.
identified and the extent of his in
her son.
Gazette office or mall application there. ‘
139-141
juries unknown when they left.
139-141 ■___ _______ ___________________________
Raymond Snow who is employed ln
FOUR good bargains In Real Estate
The party registered at the New a CCC Camp at Portland, was weekPOSITION wanted, as allround cook, for sale. Note these four great bargains.
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and , nbe localities, situated on Beech street,
York World's Fair exhibit in the Em end guest Of llis mother. Mrsj Mary ] Willow
8ta . Rockland.___________ 87-tf Limerock street. Park street and Sweetpire State Building and are potential
SECOND-hand hot water radiators! land street. Small amount paid down
Snow Mechanic street.
, wgnted at once by tul-rston oil co and easy time payments. Babson says:
visitors to the city for the Fair
Miss Sandra Thurston is visiting j Tel. 127. Rockland______________ 140-142 "Buy real estate for Investment." W H.
SPEAR Rockland. Tel 430
138-143
scheduled for 1939.
her grandmother. Mrs. Jay Oliver in 1 heated room wanted p. o Box 612.
MILL property and equipment for
—
j
City.
140-142
Rockland.
quick sale. House 10 rooms, barn, wood
THOMASTON BASKETBALL
shed 5 acres, city water, hot water heat.
John P. Leach was ln Portland J ————————

II
♦
t

«

»«
i

It'— —

Ing. The dining room where the
birthday lunch was served was ex
ceptionally attractive, the table
decorations featuring Mother Goose
Raymond McLeod. Harry S. Stew- j figures in the cloth, napkins and
art. Ralph Richards and Willis J favors Two birthday cakes formed
Spear, returned home Saturday after the centerpiece. Robert received
spending the past week at Topsfield many nlce gifts. Those bidden were:
and Wesley, while hunting.
Mary J. Lakeman. Dale Messer.
News has been received nere of the Nancy and Frances Lunt. Dea Perry,
death of Mrs. Isabel M Bowlser, Signe Swanholm, Henry Hastings,
formerly of this town, wife of Joseph John W. Spear and Arthur J. Elliot.
VERNON L. PACKARD. City. Tel 987-J.
!___ ___________________ __________ 137*142
Legal Notices
V Bowker. who died Sunday at her all of this town; Richard Jones and Black and White Warriors To Enter Saturday.
EXCELLENT, fitted, hard stove wood
There will be a Thanksgiving serv- •
home in Portland.
Nye Bemis, of Rockland; his grandtain Lewiston Business Men
for sale, seasoned: $6 75 per cord; de
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
ice at the Christian Science Church
Malcolm Creighton and a fraterni- mother. Mrs E. W. Freeman and
livered.
$9. ROBERT NUTT, Weft Rock„ , , . , _.
.
1 WHEREAS. James L. Curtis, of Rock- n--t
133*141
iand county of Knox and state of I E. _ __________________________________
t.v brother. Charles Curtis, of Salem, aunt, Mre. Bertha Radcliffe, and
What should be one of the best on Central street, Thursday at 10' Maine,
his mortgage
deed
dated
June 11 KIMBALL,
_ SMALL pigs
$2 50 Rd..
up F Tel
A
]l4. 1934byrecorded
in the
Knox
County
397 for
Oldsale,
County
Mass., came from Bowdoin College, Mrs. J. Richard Bemis, of Rockland; early season games will take place at OCvOCk.
And}'
Hutchins.
Hamilton
Hall
and
1
Registry
of
Deeds.
Book
No
241.
Page
!
321-W.
_____________________________
132-tf
to spend the weekend with the form- his grandmother. Mrs. Albert D Thomaston tomorrow night when the
Jamieson have returned
from Corporation,
i1- con''eyed to the Home Owners' LJanPOCOHONTAS
soft coai. $8 50; hard
er s grandparents. Mr. and Mrs Davis, and aunt. Mrs. Frank G. Holo- B.ack and White Warriors entertain Robert
aou.avsnur-uuisy .v.
yx,
a corporation duly estab- roa! ,15; colte
j BPAULSEN,
a
hunting
trip
in
the
big
woods.
Each
llshed
under
the
Laws
of
the
United
Tel.
84-2,
Thomaston
123-tf
Charles A. Creighton.
well. Mrs Albert B Elliot and Mrs the fast traveling “Business Men" .
, . ,
,
.
States of America, having Its office and , —---------------- =-------------brought
back
a
deer.
principal place of business ln Washing*?r aaIe BICKNELL
Mrs. Fred J. Overlock, president of, Warren O Feyler. of this town,
representing Bliss College of Lewis
Felici Galanti is seriously ill at ' ton. District of Columbia, the following MANUFACTURING CO
132-tf
The young people who represented ton.
the, Garden Club, accompanied by
plat
Community Hospital.
Mrs. E Stewart Orbeton, of West j St John's Church at the Young Peoland, ln said County of Knox and State let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
The "Business Men" have a vet
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Mr. and Mrs Edwy Taylor of New °'A“Xn lot or parcel of land with
Rockport. president of the Rockland pie's Conference for the Diocese of eran team In togs this season and
Haven, Conn., members of the sum- j the buildings thereon, $ltuate ln
Garden Club, and Mrs. J. A Jame- Maine at Christ Church, in GardiALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
County of Knox and State
are considered one of the leading
1
-v. weekend
1.
itauiiL, mer cojony
.pent. the
in 1 Rockland.
under cover also lumber. T. J. CARson. of Rockland, vice president of ner. Sunday afternoon were Misse* ,
of Maine, and bounded and de
ROLL. Tel 263-21 Rockland.
132-tf
clubs in their class in the State. The town
scribed as follows: BEGINNING at
the Rockland club, motored Friday Melba Ulmer. Virginia Pierce and
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage,
a stake, on the westerly side of
.earn is made up of the following
-phe funeral of Frank Barnes who Columbia
5 min. walk from Main St., some Im
Street, and at the north
to Waterville where they attended a Ardelle Little. Albert Hall. Jr., and
provements. $1600. House 7 rooms, good
players "Matty" Mattatall. a gradu- die<i Friday in Chelsea, Mass., will
east corner of Mary E Clark's land;
mid-winter meeting and luncheon Russell Young. Others who attend,) cellar, lights, good well, 2-car garage. 8
thence N. 85’v Deg W by said
ate of Ellsworth High, is Captain and : be held today at 2 o'clock from the | Clark's land, eighty (801 feet to j acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
of the executive board of the Maine ed were Rev. Herbert B Pulsifer.
old.s town Jie pivot position. Mat- Good funeral home and burial will’ stake: thence N 40J* Deg E. slxty- I from city. $1000. House 7 rooms, good
cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
Federation of Garden Clubs.
Miss Edna Watts and Benjamin Crltflve (65) feet to a stake: thence S.
tatall was leading scorer last yea-' be in the family lot in Mountain
can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
85'» Deg t. eighty (801 feet to a
Albert B. Elliot and Reginald G tenden.
near village. $800 House 5 rooms with
stake
at
the
westerly
line
of
Colum

and scored 19 points in the first game cemetery.
cellar,
lights, center of city. $800;
bia Street; thence S 403« Deg W.
Henderson returned home from Pat-----------------another house 6 rooms with garage.
by said westerly line of Colum
of the season; "Phil" Oliver Bath
Llewellyn Bridges has employment
ten Sunday after a weeks hunting
bia Street, slxty-flve (65) feet to ' lights, water. $600 Will sell any of these
ROCKPORT
High player and "Bob ' LePage. for- in Augusta.
for small payment down, balance as
place of beginning
trip.
rent. V F STUDLEY. Tel 1154 or 330.
For
source of Grantor's title see
trx. chward Little star will hold
Miss Laura Smith of Waterville,
Many
more not listed.
129-tf
Robert Biggers of Augusta was
Warranty Deed of Arthur A Clark
Maynard Thomas, who is vacation
down
the
guard
positions.
LePage
ls
Miss
Avis
Bickford
and
Miss
Hazel
to
James
L.
Curtis,
dated
April
18.
guest Saturday of his brother, Dr. ing from his duties at MBitC.O
1918 and recorded ln Book 178. Page
the lad who ran wild at the’ Lewis- Colpitts of Oakland are guests of
570 Knox County Registry of Deeds
W
Elmer R Biggers.
Perry Co., has returned from a hunt
1
WHEREAS, the condition of said ♦
ten
Tournament
last
year.
He
is
an
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Blake,
Sea
;
Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Wolf ing trip near Wesley, bringing home
Mortgage is broken:
1
$
excellent
dribbler
and
a
good
shot,
i
street
Now.
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
1
^Harriet Burgessi are being con- a ]arge buck.
The
forward
positions
will
be
held
Ernest
Berry
is
home
from
New
^
c
^
e
f
CoX^Uon/Sy
«
gratulated upon the birth Sunday of
Louise Priest who has been visiting down by ''Sparky" Walsh. Jay High York city for the holiday.
Elisha
W.
_ ,
v- _Pike.
. v Its,v Attorney <thereunto
PARK street restaurant to let coma son in Cocoa. Ka
her grandmother. Mrs. C. R. Wheat- star and “Charlie" Russell, former |
duly authorized by its power of attorney p;etely furnished, very low price. V F
----------- —
Mrs. Charles E. Shorey, who has
dated October 1. 1936 and recorded In STUDLEY, Tel 1154 or 330
ley at Rutherford. N. J., the past six Norway star. Atwood, Eath High enjoying a new radio as well as the Knox County Registry of Deeds. —-------------------------------------------------138-tf
-----been spending two weeks with her
Book 249. Page 313, claims a foreclosure
FTVE rooms to let. down stairs, lights,
weeks returned home Wednesday, ac Atwood, Jay High will be held in re 1 lights.
of said mortgage, and gives this notice garage, cellar, telephone, $12. 12 Mave
daughter. Miss Lena Shorey in Port
rick St.
141*143
companied by her grandmother and serve.
Cnach tv a
'it
Mrs Maude Barnes will go soon >0 f
^enty-llrst day ot Novem- ■ MODERN up stairs five room apartland. returned home Saturday ac
aunt. Miss Ida Wheatley, who visited
voai.n wood will have a scrapcv
home inSh,
Fort
ber.“a. «"»
d 1936.
, ment t0 let. bath, garage hot water heat
companied by her daughter, who re
aJS her
.hewinur
w„l Meade. Fla., for »»
“
, » ?Jg^*«8S “jr-JSc?*-1
at the Priest home for the remainder « Mr » oppwe
mained for the weekend.
aston 115. MRS. VIOLA M HATCH
of the week
141-T-147
_______ ___ ______________________ 140*142
touted visitors. Starting the season daughter Mrs. Van Pierce In Tails- ,
Saywaitd Hall went Saturday to
Mrs. Frances Carleton was hostess with only one veteran the Pekes are hassee.
vrvrier OF
nr FORECLOSURE
rnnrei nsi'BF
FURNISHED
two to
rooms
New York city where he will be em
NOTICE
and
batb witb apartment
beat and ngbts
jeti
to
the Twentieth Century Club Fii- fast rounding into a smooth working
-----------------WHEREAS, Helen G Bowes, ol Wash- Foss House. 77Park St., Tel. 330. V F.
ployed on the Woolworth yacht.
141-tf
ttoy afternoon. Interesting papers ccmb.nation. Holding two wins over "*— ington. County of Knox and State of 1 STUDLEY.
Noparo.
“X U. ?M4 recorded' In "he
AL smaI> tenements to let:
were
read
by
Mrs.
Linthel
Lane
on
Union
High
the
Peltes
will
try
to
Mrs. Edward D. Carlton returned
County Registry of Deeds. Book No 241
M^ BL^KE^Tel'’IOS?™*11
tf
Legal Notice
Page 149 conveyed to the Home Owners
P BLAKE. Tel1061._______________141-tf
to Cambridge. Mass.. Saturday after "As I Remember It" and by Mrs Ada make it three straight! Captain De
Loan Corporation, a corporation duly
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
NOTICE OF FORECLOSl'KE
coming to attend the funeral servi Libby on "Looking Westward." There lano will start at center; Upham and
established under the Laws of the street to let. lights, flush MRS W. S.
WHEREAS Edwin If
S Hooper of St. I Unhed states of America, having Its KENNISTON. 176 Main'st'. Te7~874-'w
ces of h?r mother. Mrs Henrietta P will be no meeting of the Clift this Elwell will Start in the gua’d tXlsihoW
SXS
--------r-r---------- —
L?vensal?r. While In town she was week due to the holiday. The firs. cons; D,y
.-.ra pcslllon. and either Merrili or K™5"or!'r>S?K“”tr,''’eo'L“c'!r"wS'S,„';2n” S,“KSI“»■
”«K r™".'
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley R. open meeting of the club year will
15
week.
Foss
House.
77
Park
St. Tel.
take place Dec. 4.
Anderson will purt in the other
conveyed
to Rockland
Wholesale
Grocery
j County
of Knox
and state ■of Maine:
Cushing.
Wkaax-a . Co
x, . a corporation
oomnrotInn organized
nroonHnH and
onrl exlstevict. I
.
■p . .
. .
,
330 Unfurnished rent, six rooms and
_ .
A certain lot or parcel of land
bath,
water
free.
$15
month,
one-half
E'.mer R. Biggers, Jr., celebrated
Frank Priest is having a large Jealous and Bo Delano will be held ing under the laws ci Maine and located
situated ln said Washington, with
double house, range connected for hot
at Rockland, aforesaid, a certain parcel
the buildings thereon, conveyed to
his 11th birthday Saturday by enter- building erected on his premises for in reserve
water. V. F. 6TUDI EY
135-tf
of real estate situated In said St. George.
Emily F Bowden by warranty deed
' ta'.ning a few friends at a movie party the storage of wood in connection
In the preliminary game the Bliss together with buiidingr* thereon, daWESTERN side, unfurnished apart
of Hiram Bliss Jr . May 14. 1890 re
.
scribed as follows:—
ment to let. 14 Summer street. Ollburner.
corded ln Book 81. Page 521. Knox
with lunch at Chisholm's Spa after with his business.
Junior Varsity Will stack up against 1 Bounded southeasterly by the shore of
bath, garage MISS ANNIE F'RYE. 134-tf
Reg. of Deeds.
Mosquito
Harbor,
southwesterly
by
land
wards. The happy group consisted of
Also another lot of land, in .said
TEN-room house on Warren street to
Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham will go the Thomaston Seconds.
now or formerly of Hiram Barter and
Washington, conveyed to Emily F
let, all modern Improvements; rent
Payson George. James Dana, Willis to Waltham, Mass., Wednesday to
land of Gardner: northwesterly by the
Bowden by warranty deed of Willis
reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel 77.
highway leading to Tenants Harbor and
ton Grinnell. June 6. 1890. recorded
Spear and Edwin Leach accompanied spend ThanksgJving wlth her paren.s
132-tf
northeasterly by land of Harris; being
In Book 77. P’age 450. of said Registry.
CUSHING
by the host's mother. Mrs Elmer R Mr. and Mrs Charles Everett.
that portion of the Isaac Hooper farm
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms, 2nd
Also another lot of land ln said
located southeasterly of said highway.
floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, garage lf
Washington, conveyed to Emily F.
Biggers.
Miss Patty Olson, daughter of Mr.
Also another lot at Martinsville ln said
desired. Fine condition. Suitable for
Bowden by warranty deed of Sarah
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Snyder of Ban
St George, described as follows:— Be
rnnpie. C. A. EMERY Tel 436-M 130-tf
Mrs. Albert B Elliot and son,
J.
Jones.
June
9.
1890.
recorded
in
and Mrs. F. G Olson is recovering ginning at stake and stones at the
Book 81. Page 520. of said Registry.
NEWLY decorated apt. to let, lour
Arthur who have been visiting her gor were visitors Sunday at the home from pneumonia. Mrs. Olson is ill. easterly corner of other land of Edwin
Also another lot of land in said
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
xtre xr t. X» xn . J
_.
s Hooper and land of helts of Thomas 1 Town conveyed to Emily F Bowden
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cain.
132-tf
Airs. Al. t McFarland and son Hooper, thence ln a southeasterly dlrec- I by warranty deed of Sarah A. Suke
A crew of volunteer workers start Stanton of New Harbor were rcc-nt tlon by sald Hooper's heirs land to the ■ forth. May 16. 1891. recorded in
Moulaison in Rockland, during Mr.
APARTMENT to let at corner of
n
naiuui
were
ill.in I northcrly corner of the Isaac Hooper]
Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
Book 88. Page 116. of said Registry.
Elliot's absence, returned home ed Monday night on cleaning the guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer, field, so called. In line of an old fence;
MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 132-tf
Also all my right, title and interest
ceiling and walls of the Baptist
Mr« Tpila Anctin
„ thence in a southwesterly direction, by
Saturday.
ln and to another lot of land ln said
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
Mr; Leila Austin returned from jlne Cf
fpnce, twenty rods and ten
Town conveyed to Emily F. Bowden,
modern. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
Dwight Stanley, who passed a few Church auditorium preparatory to Brattleboro. VtTand Winthrop Mass Hnks to a stake and stones; thence in a
by a warranty deed of John C. Mor
LAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634.
132-tf
... i
.
northwesterly direction and parallel to I ton. Jr . April 29. 1899. recorded in
days with Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell redecorating.
last week ana closed her cottage for i the first mentioned line to the souther- ' Book 111. Page 358. of said Registry.
Davis, returned Saturday to MonThe students of the Ballard Busi the winter
1 corner of other land of said Edwin S.
All of the above adjacent parcels of
I Hooper; thence in a northeasterly dlrecreal estate constituting what Is
hegan Island.
ness School and Invited guests held
Walter Holder of Belmont. Mass. I tion and by said other lot. last referred
Known as the Emily F. Bowden
; MISCELLANEOUS *
Miss Barbara Elliot, who is study an enjoyable social and dance Fri nnco uic
j
... „ to. twenty rods and ten links to place
homestead
ln said
Washington
ms parents Mr. and Mrs. W B Of beginning; being the northeasterly
Village, and iiow owned by tald
ing in Boston, spent the weekend day at the school rooms. Miss Adelle Holder a flying visit recently while half of the Isaac «o°Per wo°d
Helen G. Bowes.
80
WHEREAS
the condition of said
RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. Ask
with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Hawkins, Miss Virginia Leach and
returning from a business trip to
Also another lot at paid Martinsville Mortgage is broken:
questions 25c and stamp. O A. A.
Arthur J. Elliot.
Baneor
bounded
on
the
northwest
by
the
highMiss Doris Hall served as committee
Now. therefore,
6
. way leading to Tenant- Harbor; on the breach of the condition thereof, the fled clients.
139*141
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker who and Miss Hawkins and Miss Leach
Mrs. Nora Ulmer has completed northeast by other land of this grantor; said Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
HAVE your pigs dressed at PETE
w?re accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. were the prize winners, the former in
*.1. i
r
« on the southeast by land of said Edwin by Elisha W. Pike, its Attorney thereun
her duties at the home of Mrs. W. F. g Hooper and on the southwest by land to duly authorized by Its power of at EDWARD'S, 271 Limerock St , Tel 806-.1.
Ensign Otis, of Rockland, and Myles bridge and the latter in beano Re Flint, where she has been caring for of Gardner; containing one acre more or torney
_____________________________ 140-145
dated October 1. 1936. and re
S
i less and being the nme conveyed by coded in the Knox County Registry of
BOARD and rooms. A comfortable
S. Weston returned heme Sunday freshments were served under the di _ _
Mrs. Flint's mother. Mrs. Nancy Thomas Hooper to Ka’" Seavey and by Deeds. Book 249, Page 313, claims a home for the winter.THE
LITTLE
from New Haven, Conn., after spend rection of the principal, Mrs. Nellie
to Joseph E. Hooper.
foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives GUEST HOUSE. 16 Gleason St Thomas
Bushnell. Mrs. Foster of Thomaaton her
Reserving, however, to Joseph E this notice for that purpose.
ton. Tel. 186-11
140*145
ing the weekend and attending the R. Ballard.
Hooper a right of way two rods wide exDated this twenty-first day of Novemis now with Mrs. Flint.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Yale-Harvard football game. While
tending from said highway southwesterly | her A. D. 1936
The Baptist Ladles Circle holds an
H. L. Killeran was a recent bu’i- across the southwesterly side of the next HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
there they were guests of Mr. and
above described lot and across the south
By Elisha W. Pike
all-day session today at the vestry. ness visitor in Waterville.
132-tf
westerly side of the first described lot
141-T-147
Mrs. Walker s son. Douglass, who is a
THIS ls to notify all that from this
Friends of the former Miss Arietta to the shore at Mosquito Harbor.
Schools in town will close Wednes
student at Yale Medical School.
date I will pay only those bills con
xycnno..
,
And whereas the conditions of said
tracted by myself. JAMES SPRAGUE,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Doe. of day afternoon for the remainder of Malone} extend felicitations on llLI mortgage have been broken, now thereRockland, Nov, 19. 1936
140*142
recent
marriage,
in
Waldoboro
She
1
fore
'
b
y
reaaon
ot
the
breach
of
the
con

NOW
I
KAT
Saco, were weekend guests of Warden the week.
ditions thereof Rockland
Wholesale
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D
Grocery
Co
.
by
its
Treasurer,
hereto
and Mrs. Edward P. Johnson.
L. Maloney of this town, a gratia- duly authorlzed’ clalms a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Mrs. William Tessin, Jr., returned
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
ADVERTISEMENTS
ate
of Thomaston High School and
IJpaet Stomach Goes
heme Monday after two weeks' visit
By R E. EATON.
OLD GOLD
Rockland
Commercial
College,
end
Treasurer.
in Jiffy with Bell-ans
i with relatives in Mattapan and late
|
Dated November 16, 1936
has
been
private
secretary
to
Judge
| Watertown, Mass.
138-T-144
Smith for some time.
IFWFI FR
The Pathfinders have been cele
Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston Creamer
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
brating birthdays at the close of
YOUR CONVENIENCE
have their house wired and are now
FOR IN DIGESTION
' their last two meetings and have
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THE WHITE RIBBONERS

OCl ETY

THANKSGIVING DINNER
THORNDIKE HOTEL

Miss Annie Frye Read Paper
Relative To Influences For
World Peace

E. M. O’Neil, Prop.

The W.C.T.U. which met Friday was
led in devotions by Mrs. Alice Brooks.
MARTINI OR MANHATTAN COCKTAIL
Miss Gladys Grant as guest soloist
MINTED FRUIT CUP
OYSTER BISQUE
sang effectively “Wonderful Peace,"
TOMATO CONSOMME EN TASSE'
SOUFFLE, CRUTONS
accompanied by Miss Edna Gregory.
Miss Lucille Durette was the guest j
CHILLED CELERY
RADISHES
OLIVES
ROAST TURKEY, GIBLET GRAVY, CRANBERRY RELISH
The program subject was “World
of friends in Machias over the week-1
ROAST DUCK, ORANGE DRESSING, CURRANT JELLY
Peace” under the direction of Miss
end.
ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF AU JUS
Alena Young. In the opening remarks
Cranberry Frappe
Ralph Clarke is the guest of his '
SPANISH PUFFS. Vanilla Foam Sauce
Miss Young spoke of the prophecies
WHIPPED POTATOES
SWEET POTATOES, EN SURPRISE
sister, Mrs. Ethel Sukeforth. Camden
of Isaiah when he declared that a time
HUBBARD SQUASH
MASHED TURNIP
street, while his family is quaran- j
would come when all nations would
STUFFED ONIONS, AU GRATIN
tined with scarlet fever at his home;
HEARTS OF LETTUCE, ROQUEFORT DRESSING
Miss Cora W. Perry is visiting in
dwell
together in peace and be gov
on Rankin street.
I RESH VEGETABLE SALAD IN GELATINE, MAYONNAISE
Boston for a short time, staying at
erned
by righteousness.
SWEET DINNER ROLLS
Hotel Bellevue.
HOT MINCE PIE
PUMPKIN PIE
APPLE PIE
Fred Dyer has gone to New York I
Miss |Annie Frye gave a talk on
STEAMED THANKSGIVING PUDDING, BRANDY FOAM SAUCE
where he has employment.
“Some Influences For World Peace,”
VANILLA ICE CREAM, BUTTERSCOTCH MACAROON SAUCE
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G Olover
ROQUEFORT
GOURMETS
stating that movements for peace are
of Zagreb, Jugo-Slavia arrive in I
Mrs. Otis Witham of Damariscotta
ANGEL CAKE
FRUIT CAKE
Rockland today and will be guests of
comparatively young. The first or
COFFEE
MILK
TEA
Mills was a visitor in this city Sat
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight, Broad
ganization for international peace was
urday.
ROCKLAND, MAINE, NOVEMBER 26, 1936
street.
founded in 1928 and in this 100 or
Kenneth D. Nosworthy of Boston
REDECORATED GRILL ROOM
ganizations
are affiliated, representing
Mr. and Mrs. Alvra W. Gregory! was a guest over tire weekend of Mr.
OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY
40 millions of people In this founda
DANCING 4 TO 6 AND 9 TO 12 P. M.
and Miss Louise Dolliver go by motor and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan, Main
WlVH STANLEY WALSH AT THE PIANO
tion the W.C.T.U. and other women's
tomorrow to Albany. N. Y. There street.
clubs have a prominent place.
they will be Joined by Robert Greg
Mrs. Laura P. Morgan was a repre
Mrs. Charlotte C. Rhodes, widow
ory coming on from Akron, Ohio, to
BOY SCOUT TROOP
CULTURAL SUBJECTS sentative from the United States to
complete the Thanksgiving Day of the late Fred S. Rhodes, former
Boston business man. died at her Baptist Boys Form Nucleus Utilize Leisure Time In Their the Geneva Peace Conference in 1932.
party.
Miss Frye read at length from a ser
home, 44 Talbot avenue, Sunday aft
of Organization — Gerald
Study Is the Advice of mon by Rev. Charles E. Park entitled
She is survived by her
Tonian Circle will meet at 7.30 to ernoon"Grounds For Hope,” in which was
Com’r Packard
night at Mrs Pauline MacWilliams, daughter. Olive R. Wilson, and a
Beverage Leader
Increased leisure time places fur set forth the ideal that a desire for
brother,
Horatio
D.
Crie,
of
Thomas

26 Chestnut street.
ton. Funeral services will be held a j Gerald Beverage is to be the lead ther emphasis on the desirability of peace must begin in the heart of the
Members of Tuesday Night Bridge her late residence, Wednesday aft- j er of a troop of Boy Scouts of the public school study of music and individual. Worrying over world con
Club, and husbands, were entertained emoon, at two o'clock. Rev. J America, to be formed shortly with a kindred cultural subjects, Dr. Bert ditions will never gain anything. One
ram E. Packard, State Commissioner must begin to think in terms of world
Sunday night by Mr and Mrs. Ar Charles MacDonald, pastor of the
nucleus of boys from the First Bap of Education, said recently.
peace.
thur Doherty at their home on Lime First Baptist Church, officiating.
“It is the responsibility of every
Miss Lena Miller read an article on
rock street, honoring Mr. and Mrs. Further mention is deferred to our tist Parish.
Field Scout Executive Willis J. school, both public and private in current events, suggesting that teach
James Burgess who were observing next issue.
Furtwengler of Augusta met a group every way possible to furnish to our ers and story tellers, for every tale
their 30th wedding anniversary. The
evening developed into a "muslcale,”
“Colonial Thanksgiving" by Mrs. of men and boys last night, and with pupils activities which they may illustrating the glamor and glory of
each guest taking some musical in Cora R. Howland of Rebecca Emery the assistance of Scoutmaster Chick, utilize profitably and wisely in the war, tell two stories in which the pa
strument on which they performed. Chapter will be the subject of the of Troop 203, sponsored by the Ro increased, amount of leisure time triotism of peace is cited.
Mrs Clara Emery offered the news
Needless to say the program was both D.A.R. broadcast Friday at 4 p. m. tary Club, explained the procedure The study of music to an unusual
degree
affords
a
wise
outlet
for
the
item
that the W.C.T.U. will have a
of organization.
varied and original, Mr. Doherty act over WHEB
delegate
at the Popular Conference
use
of
increased
leisure
time,
”
he
A
troop
committee
consisting
of
ing as accompanist. The luncheon
for the Peace of America to be held
Word reaches Rockland friends Millard Hart, chairman. Joseph W. declared.
table had as a centerpiece, a decorat
in Buenos Aires, Nov. 22-28—a few
ed wedding cake, with bride and that Mrs. Harold F. Roberts who has ' Robinson, Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Commenting on "critics of our
groom, the yellow color scheme be been so seriously ill, is slowly con Fred A. Carter, Walter E. Staples. Jr. public school system,” Doctor Pack days before the official Pan-American
R. S. Sherman and Charles H. Morey ard said: "There is no subject in the conference. Fourteen other organi
ing carried out in chrysanthemums valescing.
was organized and made the selec entire school curriculum that is of zations in this country have joined
and candles. The honor guests were
George
W.
Gay
visited
his
son
Stan

tion of Mr. Beverage, who is an em greater importance than that of pub the movement.
presented with a gift from the club
The next meeting will be Dec. 3 at
ley
at
Gorham
Normal
School
Sun

ploye of the Central Maine Power lic school music. These critics of our
members.
day.
Co , and resides in the home of Al public school system of an older gen the home of Mrs. Edwin Crie. Miss
eration, who would like to see music Caroline F. Chase of Augusta, one of
mon B. Cooper, Limerock street.
Mrs. C. H. Osborne has returned
Members of the Theta Eta Club
Cleveland Morey has been appoint eliminated from the school program the State officers and chairman of the
to Saco, having spent a few days
ate supper and played games Friday ed assistant scoutmaster. A second as an unnecessary subject and who Centenary Fund, will be guest speaker.
with friends in this city.
night at the home of Miss Doris scoutmaster is to be appointed later. consider it more or less a fad or frill
METHODIST COMMITTEES
of educational fancy, are entirely
Borgerson.
Park street. The officers
Acting as hosts at the Masonic As
incorrect
in
their
views.
,
.
.
Unless
of
the
new
organization
are:
Presi

The
snow
fences
are
on
the
job..
sembly Thursday night, which will be
we continue in this work ... we are Which Will Have Charge of the
held in Temple hall, are Mr. and Mrs. dent. Nancy Snow; vice president, How would it do to have them along
Annual Fair Next Week
taking a perilous step in the inter
Marion
Ludwick;
secretary.
Barbara
side the walks we have to shovel.
L. E. McRae, Mr. and Mrs. William
est of our future citizenship.
Derry;
treasurer,
Ruth
Rhodes.
The
Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, general
"We must be ready for more leis
Members of Thimble Club ad
and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Davis Of other members, all High School
chairman
of the Methodist Fair,
Thomaston. Members please take juniors, are Ruth Thomas, Dorothy journed to Universalist Church last ure time and unless our future clti
zens can wisely and profitably em- which is to be held Dec. 2, announces
Sherman
and
Dorothy
Frost.
night to attend Cooking School.
sandwiches if not solicited.
ploy their leisure time, lt becomes a these committees:
Supper, Ivy Chatto chairman,
Mrs. Belle Frost entertained the
Miss Eleanor Wise of Gardiner was menace rather than an asset to any
Mrs erley Damon was hostess to
Albert H. Newbert Association Friday a weekend guest of Miss Mary Stock- community. Long after our pupils Vesta Stewart. Ida Simmons. Flor
Thursday Auction Club, card honors
night. There were 30 members pres bridge. They were former classmates in the public schools have forgotten ence Young. Evelyn Orcutt, Laura
going to Mrs. Clara Crockett and
ent to enjoy the picnic supper served at Gorham Normal School.
the lessons they have learned from Leonard and Blanche Witham.
Mrs. Katherine Haines. Lunch fol
the more traditional subjects they ] Dining room — Thelma Stanley
under the direction of Mrs. Gertrude
lowed play.
Payson, Mrs. Eva Wisner and Mrs.
Richard L. Jones, son of Mr and will continue to enjoy and utilize chairman, Leona Flint, co-chairman,
Ivy Chatto.
Mrs.
R. L. Jones, formerly of Brighton their work in music and it will prove Esther Dolliver, Eva Rogers. Shirley
Mrs. Elmer E. Marston of Portland
Mass., and Miss Dorothy E. Boynton, to be of lasting value, not only to Rollins, Mae Chase, Maxine Gardner,
was in Uie city Monday visiting her
Tire five masted schooner Edna
Blackington, Leila Worrey,
daughter of Mrs. Helen Johnson and themselves but to the community in
father and other relatives.
Hoyt passed down by Sunday after
| Loretta Bicknell. Lena deRochemont,
niece of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. which they live. . .
noon; bound from Searsport to Nor
“We have not yet begun to realize i Minerva Small, Ruth Hoch, Flora
Mrs. Lydia Cummings, who has folk, Va. to load coal for Martinique, Foley, were united in marriage last
the uses to which music may be de- Beal, Anah Gay. Margaret Philbrook,
night
at
St.
Peter's
Episcopal
Church.
been the guest of her son Donald French West Indies. The last fivevoted in all our communities as a Leona Whitehill and Velma Lord;
Cummings the past three weeks, left master afloat is Capt. William F. Rev. E. O. Kenyon officiating. They
apron table, chairman Ella Lurvey,
pleasurable, profitable avocation.
were
attended
by
Miss
Arlene
Hav

Sunday for Nobleboro to spend the Plummer of Bath. It's a safe bet
Edith Tweedie, Minnie Rogers. Eu
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Wal that the craft will attract almost as ener and Wyvem Fernald. Guests
nice Winslow. Rose Gardner, Essie
were
members
of
the
couple's
fami

lace Spear.
much attention as Maine's Presiden
Day. Evelyn Orcutt and Louise Gamlies.
tial vote.
} mon.
Mrs. Lester Spencer is so much im
j Candy Table—Lena Stevens chair
The under-nourished children who
proved in health that she has left
Bert Witham is confined to his
ROCKLAND man, Vlncie Clark, co-chairman,
438 MAIN ST.,
are being fed daily at the Salvation
Rest Haven Convalescent Home and home with a bad case of grippe.
■ Bernice Ogier, Alice, Elizabeth and
Army hall through the sponsorship
returned to the home of her mother,
Home of Home Made
Nettie Britt, Minnie Smith, Lottie
of
the
Kiwanis
Club
will
be
made
Mrs. Willis Hooper.
Mrs. Carrie Williams Fowler was
Candies and Freshly Salted Crowley, Inez Ames Saxon deWolfe,
hostess Friday to the Educational happier tomorrow when a Thanks
j Ruth Rogers, Faith Lurvey and Mil
Nuts
Groups from all parts of the state Club at the Central Maine rooms, her giving dinner will be served by that
dred Achorn; utility table. Grace
attended the installation of Bidde topic entitled “Home Service Kitchen.'' Club. Last night's guest speaker at
' Lurvey chairman. Feme Horeyseck,
the
Kiwanis
meeting
was
Levi
Flint
ford Past and Auxiliary, V.F.W. Sun Roll call met with 25 responses. In
Mae Gregory. Ada Hopkins. Lucy
day afternoon. A band and orches the absence of the president, Mrs. of the automobile Registration De
Bucklin, Flora Beal Minnie Spinney.
partment,
whose
“
shop-talk
”
proved
tra furnished music, the 6 o'clock Mary Perry Rich who had received
I Ethel Richards, Mildred Richardson,
banquet having covers for about 400. word of the death in California of her extremely interesting.
j Margaret Rackliff, Harriet Ellis,
Those who went from this city were sister, the afternoon meeting was in
Carrie Winchenbaugh, Maud Hall,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
H.
McLoon
Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett, Mr. and charge of the vice president, Mrs.
Loey Hagar, Grace Stone. Maggie
leave
New
York
Saturday
for
Ber

Mrs. Oliver Hamlin, Mrs. Elizabeth Rebecca Ingraham. Mrs. Winslow,
Graves, Ellura Hamlin, Minnie Miles.
muda
on
a
10-day
trip
as
guests
of
Cormier. John Guistin ad John Wil treasurer, made a report on the mem
Susie Karl, Minnie Cross, Gladys
the Timken Company as a result of
liams. representing Huntley-Hill Pos' bership drive, and current events were
Studley, Etta Covel, Grace Ludwick.
a
sales
record
set
by
Mr.
McLoon's
discussed to great extent. During
and Auxiliary.
Lizzie Smith, Alice Kennedy. Asenath
luncheon the hostess served hot company.
Achorn. Sarah Hull. Mary Annis,
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick entertained chocolate. The evening session was
Winnie Stanley, Eliza Cousins and
JOIINSON-LOGGIE
members of the T Club Friday night. called to order by Mrs. Nettie Stewart
Fannie Dow.
A busy evening of sewing was fol who introduced John Pomeroy. Ac
Robert Johnson of Thomaston and
Entertainment, chairman Ruth
tivities of the Chamber of Commerce
lowed by late lunch.
Miss Elizabeth Loggie of Boston were
Ellingwood Laura Buswell, Ruth
was the basis for Mr. Pomeroy's talk;
quietly married at the bridegroom's
Hoch, Amy Sherman, Beth Hagar,
Methebesec Club will meet Friday he named lack of industry as a con residence on Dexter street Sunday
Madlene Rogers, Louise Dolliver,
at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Ruth dition to be corrected. Furnishings night. Rev. H. S. Kilborn of Thom
Dorothy
Harvie and Ralph Clark.
Ellingwood, with Mrs. Maude Blodgett for the new Community Building aston performed the ceremony, using
Hostesses
Annie Hanscom, Alice
as assisting hostess. Papers will be should also meet with civic support, the single ring service. The couple
HAND MADE THIN
Brooks, Rebecca Ingraham and Edith
declared
the
speaker,
as
he
strongly
presented by Miss Castera Cushman
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Tweedie.
RIBBON CANDY
and Mrs. Mary Overlock. There will urged general co-operation in all
Simmons of Friendship. Lunch was
Five
Varieties
projects
for
city
improvement.
also be miscellaneous events based
served. After a short honeymoon
MRS. JULIA A. RACKLIFF
on public health matters, and music.
29c lb
trip the couple will take up their
Mrs. Julia A. Rackliff died Nov. 15
residence in Belfast.
Fifteen Varieties
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich of [
at her home in this city. She was a
The bridegroom is a son of Mr.
Boston and Elmore are at their plan
HARD CANDY
daughter of the late John and Mary
and Mrs. Clarence Johnson, gradua*tation at Monk's Corner. South Caro
G. Buttomer and was born in this
Add the finishing touch to the
ed from Thomaston High School in
25c,
30c,
39c
lb
lina, until Christmas.
Thanksgiving Feast, Adorn your
city Aug. 30. 1885. She received her
1930 and is employed as brass me
Home, Compliment your Hostess,
education in the city schools. In
chanic
at
Rogers
Garage
in
Belfast.
Mixed
Salted
Nuts,
lb
59c
Please the Shut-in, Delight your
Mrs. Jane Bird who is visiting her
1906 she was married to Alvin F
The bride is a daughter of G. W. Salted Cashew Nuts, lb 49c
daughter, Mrs. George Snow at Coral Sweetheart, and Comfort “the
Rackliff who survives her. She also
Loggie, Riverway, Boston and at
Folks' if you can't get home.
Gables, Fla., was a recent guest of
Salted Pecans,
lb 75c leaves a son, John and two daughters
tended Lexington High School and
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller at Hotel
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Scott-Cardee
Art
School.
Salted
Peanuts,
lb
25c Elizabeth and Virginia. She is also
Gralynn, Miami.
survived by three sisters, Mrs. Ellen
Prepared Daily
Tlie many friends of the couple
are a fitting choice at this season
will
hasten
to
offer
their
congratula

Beano prizes were won by Mrs.
Mixed Nuts,
lb 25c Smalley of Long Cove and Mary K.
$1.50 to $5.00 a dozen
and Margaret A. of this city.
tions.
Elizabeth Barton, Miss Alice Barton,
Calif. Walnuts,
lb 25c
The funeral services were held at
Mrs Velma Marsh, Mrs. Susie Karl
More boys wanted at once to enter
Oranges,
doz 50c, 60c the home and were largely attended
and Mrs. Beulah Larrabee at the
the contest to get fhe Maytag gaso Florida Oranges,
party given Friday night at the home
doz 44c by relatives and friends. There was
FLOWER SHOP
an abundance of floral offerings. Rev
of Mrs. Bessie Church for the benefit 371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. line propelled racer free. Apply Mc
Pears,
6 for 25c E. O. Kenyon officiated and the
Loon Sales & Service, 21 Limerock
of the candy and cooked food tabic
TEL. 318-W
burial was in Achorn cemetery.
street, Rockland —adv,
of the S.U.V. Auxiliary,
Mrs. Charles Steevcs and daughter
Margaret who have spent the sum
mer in Waterville have returned
home.

wilier all tlie time
with lc ELECTRICITY!
Simply install an ELECTRIC storage

Flowers

“SILSBY’S”

heater anil

you

need

never give your hot water problems

any further attention.

It’s entirely

automatic with an unfailing supply

ready for your use!

Special

ONE

CENT

Kate for Water II eating
With a storage type heater you get
lc ELECTRICITY for all in excess of

200 kilowatt hours a month regard

less of how it is used.

Customers

who have full electric service can

usually save enough with lc ELEC

TRICITY to pay for the heater.

Come in and let us tell you about

the ONE CENT water heating rate.
TIIE
VlMil'E — llntpninl’*
nrw,
modern Mylo Bqim re-type Electric
Wnler llentcr completely Initialled
for only #125.
S5 down. #1 weekly
(puynble monthly). E1IEE IY»TALLATIOX on our regular plan.

FOR

centraMmaine

POWtliXOMPANY

ECONOMY

USE 1c ELECTRICITY

THANKSGIVING BALL

WEDNESDAY

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

Chisholm Bros

Thanksgiving
Specials

water

type

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26
Music By

EDDIE WHALEN’S
YANKEE AMBASSADORS
Auspices Camden Outing Club

Admission 40 Cents
141-142

Ht GUNUUERED FIKE I

$

WEDNESDAY NITE IS

BANK NITE
TOTAL AWARDS

THURSDAY

TOLD FOR THE

FREE GIFTS

McLRGLEN

FIRST TIME!

BRUTE
with

BINNIE BARNES * JEAN DIXON
WILLIAM HALL • HENRY ARMETTA

First Award,
$150.00
Second Award,
S 50.00
If first award taken, second award
held over

3

'1//PTOZ.

(ACADEMY AWARD WINNER)

The story of the "flying
hostesses!”
The new
heroines, the nerves and
the lifeguards of the air
lines!

$200.00

BUT HE WAS A FOOL
FOR BLONDES !

ADDED
“HOLD TIIE WIRE”

with

3

POPEYE

Courtesy of
HOLIDAY PRICES

BLACKINGTON’S

ALL DAY THURSDAY

MATINEE ANI) EVENING

ON THE SCREEN

Orchestra, 35c; Balcony 25c

JOAN

JOEL

Children, Irtc

BENNETT - McCREA
IN A

UNIVERSAL PICTURE

TODAY
LAWRENCE TIBBETT

t.?OW PLAYING
“REUNION"
with
“DIONNE QUINTUPLETS"

in
“UNDER YOUR SPELL”

COMING MONDAY

DOROTHY LAMOUR

Phone 892
MAT. 2, EVE. 6:30 Si 8:30
CONT. SAT. 2:00 to 10:30

THE JUNGLE PRINCESS”
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Every-Other-Day

BOOSTING MAINE
R

EALM OF
Mu

SIC

This Time It’s Aroostook
Folks Getting Up On Their
Hind Heels f

Notes At Random

GET YOUR FREE ENTRY BLANK TODAY

bv Cliff Ladd

Somebody, perhaps it was Baron
Munchausen, started what amounts
to almost a legend that Maine people
are cold, unimaginative, and wholly
without a proper pride in this comer
of the universe known as the Pine
Tree State.
Citizens of California, who. we are
led to believe, think that heaven is
just a suburb of their native soil have

505 PRIZES FOR THE 505
CLEVEREST LAST LINES
TO THIS JINGLE

IT’S SIMPLE...TRY IT!

I attended a General Motors Sun- slow ln getting into his place. I saw
ly Gladyi Si. Clair H tit tad
day night concert at Carnegie Hall Helen Jepson’s yellow hair and over
and. since you have possibly heard it,! dramatic gestures and I saw a huge
will just recite our notes on things sapphire on the chief usher's right
• • •
Through the kindness of Dr. N K Norwegian songs were sung by the
you couldn't see.
hand.
Wood of Boston, a frequent Rockland united choruses, made the occasion
I was waiting in the outer lobby
• • i •
You needn’t buy anything to enter. Just
visitor and a summer resident of very festive. The popular singing
with a milling mob waiting to be adThe Riverside Church is on River get a FREE entry blank and full details
North Haven. I have a folder an societies are found' everywhere in
mitted into the hall. Experience had side Drive near Columbia University
nouncing the social meetings of the Scandinavian centers. They have
at any Richfield Gasoline Dealer. Contest
taught me that late arrivals at broad- and across the street from Orant's
Harvard Musical Association for the been among the chief agencies by
casts sit in the topmost balconies Tomb. It is one of the largest
closes midnight, December 2nd.
Freddy had a roadster
season of 1836-37. Of special inter which immigrants of recent arrival oftenbeen held up as anexample for ^n(j previous visits to the hall re- churches in the city and'its minister,
It put him in the red
est. in the list of artists is the Curtis and workingmen of small means, in us-! minded us that there were five bal$100.00 in cash
First prize__
Harry Emerson Posidick, is known the
String Quartet which plays on Nov. their early days here, were able to
Until he tried that Richfield gas
I haveneverbelieved
the one nor ; copies i noticed a number of men country over. The church itself >s
Second prize
_ 50.00 in cash
29 Camden and Rockport have been infuse an element both of beauty and endorsed the other. Anybody who ^^e the glass doors who were im-, unusual—its size can best be appreThird prize _
_ 40.00 in cash
privileged to present this organiza of social pleasure into lives that believes the first allegation certain- j macuiate ip evening clothes and all, | elated when you see four elevators
Fourth prize
20.00 in cash
(YOU MUST USI FREE (NTRY BLANK)
tion which already enjoys an en might otherwise have been drab. ly doesn't know his Maine. As far singularly enough, wore derbies. These in the lobby, elevators that go three
10.00 in cash
Fifth prize_
viable reputation, both ln thia coun And fortunately the singing societies as boosting goes. I would far rather men. I decided, were either big names stories below ground and 20 stories
try and abroad. The quartet has Just retain their hold long after that tell the truth, the whole truth, and
Next 50 prlie*—Wahl pen and pencil set . . .
in the broadcasting business or were above. There are two great balconies
Bert Lohr, famous stage and
pen with 14K. gold point.
returned from an European tour, and stage has beer, passed and the immi nothing but the truth about our
radio comedian, will head the
motor magnates in town for the new in the body of the church and it is
grant
has
become
both
prosperous
this is what the Musical Courier cor
committee of judges selecting
Next 50 prixet—Three pair Kayser Mir-O-KIeer
State than sing flowery hymns of ly opened Auto Show. When I was necessary to use mlchrophones and
the 505 prize winners.
Hosiery.
respondent from London has to say: and thoroughly Americanized. He praise that would be immediately
finally admitted it was these big loud speakers in order that the whole
“Pour string quartets. American. still feels that the songs of the old discounted by anybody with common
Next
150
prixes
—
Eveready
2-cell
focusing
spot
names who were ticket takers—such congregation may hear the music and
flashlight.
Austrian, Hungarian and British, at country bind him to his memories sense.
is the magnificence of Carnegie Hall.! the speaking. Ik is impressive to
Next 250 prixet—2 decks linen-finished playing
tracted faithful groups of cognos and to the people of his own race."
Not that it couldn't happen ln any
The hall filled quickly. The seats visitors because of Its swarm of morn
cards.
And what a wealth of song litera- otper part oj
state, but Just becenti. The Curtis String Quartet
are
large and the distance between ing coated ushers and rheostated
from Philadelphia, at its first ture Norway has produced. There cause it is fresh ln my mind. I would
the rows of seats is unusually great.; lighting and huge windows and beauLondon apipearance. made a success seems to be an endless array of folk like to have had this cold-lackingThe golden horseshoe, although vis- tiful music. I went across the street
ful bid for top tank. The way they melodies, hymns, and the small songs, in-pride author up in Aroostook
ibly aged, still is beautiful in its slm- to Grant s Tomb and met by chance
and
all
so
beautiful.
Hearing
them,
rose to the contrasting demands of
County with me a week or so ago.
licity and a surprising relief from the a couple I had known at Maine,
Mozart and Dohnanyi proved an how easy it is to understand why
Up there the citizens of that vast rigid modernness of the new theatres
• • • •
(they become the body and soul of and beautiful section, of our state
authoritative sense of style."
Addendor: In a second floor in
• • • •
Grieg's music as did the folk music of had made up their minds that their and Roxyish gilt gTandeur of the ten
Times Square there is a bartenders'
year old theatres.
One of the chief topics ln the Russia of Tchaikovsky s.
county was good for something else
As in all broadcasts the announcer school. Most second floors are music
musical world of late has been the
in addition to raising potatoes. They
for the program speaks briefly to the publishers and practice studios for
John MoCormack who was recent
success achieved by John Barbirolli,
thought—and anybody who has been
the new Philharmonic conductor, ly heard in Boston, plans to retire to Aroostook will add an "Amen"— studio audience before the hour is on embryo musicals. The town is buzzwho made his first bow as such from the concert stage on which he that with the proper advertising and the air. These talks are always fun ing with the Auto Show—reports a
Thursday. Nov. 5. The success takes has achieved tremendous fame. He publicity that Aroostook could well because you are told when to applaud big trailer-camp business. Auto Show
on particular significance when one says that this will be his last tour of become a recreational paradise. They and when not to, you are given a opens one week after the Horse Show
V^inter weather calls for a winter gaso
takes into consideration that he suc this country. No singer in this thought that thousands of people brief personal picture of the star of closes. Ben Bernie and his lads are
line—Richfield Hi-Octane** the eager-toceeds Toscanini who is hailed as peer generation has won the affections of who now vacation in Canada and the show and a sales talk on the the vaudeville end of the State The- I
I atre program this week. Mae West in I
go gasoline that’s made especially for cold
of all conductors. Lawrence Gilman his hearers more than this songster elsewhere could be persuaded to product in question.
who comes from the Land of Erin
Erno Rapee of the Radio City Music person at the Paramount next week.
weather driving—that starts with a maxi
in the New York Times comments:
vacation in Aroostook and so add
mum of speed and a minimum of choking.
"A short, slight, dark young man. where everyone carries a song in his thousands and even millions to the Hall directed the General Motors Benny Goodman is at the Manhattan I
Fill up today with Richfield Hi-Octane
Symphony, the Metropolitan Opera's Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania.
somewhat Napoleonic in aspect, heart. If it is really his last trip, wealth of the Potato Empire.
Winter Gasoline, and join the multitudes
Male Chorus sang, and Helen Jepson Journalistic notes: "The Daily
apparently in his middle thirties, we shall be regretful. But perhaps
• « • •
of motorists who report saving at least
sang—that you heard on your radio Worker" Columnist daily paper has
with a hint of Mediterranean inten he will change his mind, who knows?
With these thoughts in mine they
$24.48* each year.
But I saw a member of the chorus its own newsboy system. There's a
sity in his face, walked resolutely Many great singers have!
called a county-wide meeting to be
who resembled a frog. I saw Rapee Socialist paper, a paper for Civic em•Certified mileage road tests with Richfield Hiupon the stage at Carnegie Hall be
An article in a recent New York held at Caribou during which ways rap a chorister over the noggin with ployes and even for dock strikers,
Ocune, compared with the average mileage 10,391
fore a waiting orchestra and audience
motorists report from other gasolines, show
, Times was written by one John Mac- and means to bring about this happy his baton when that chorister was
cliff Ladd.
to undertake the most formidable
savings of at least $24.48 a year with Richfield.
Cormac Guess he isn't from the state of affairs could be discussed.
task that any musical interpreter
About everybody and his brother
••Reg. U.S. Pat. 06.
, Land of Erin!
could face: that of succeeding Arturo
showed up. The meeting was held
'HOOKERS ARE BUSY
RELIC OF THE PAST
Toscanini in New York. It is to be | There i» a music for lonely hearts nearly in the Caribou High School building.
always
set down as one of the noteworthy
Schooners Are Cattle Pound Built At Jef1 If the music dies down there is a which, incidentally, is one of the Coastwise
achievements of our tonal day that
silence
best in New England, and was pre
1
Almost
the
same
as
the
movement
of
ferson In 1829 Is Still
Finding
Cargoes
In the
some two hours later, when John
PARK A UNION STS. ROCKLAND TEL. 700
faced by a banquet cooked and served
music.
Barbirolli, the Philharmonic-Sym i To know silence perfectly is to know by girl students and which was just.
Standing
Pulpwood
Business
music.
phony's British importation, brought
Carl Sandburg
a little better than could be obtained
On State highway 126 in this town. !
to a close his opening program at
Dozens of down-east coasting
at the Ritz.
the Society's first concert of the sea
about
three miles from the village. 1
schooner
skippers
broke
out
longELMER ALLEN’S CHAT
Perhaps to the outsider those atson, he had won the respect of the
tending the meeting would have unused gear Tuesday in prepara- stands the ancient pound. It is of [
WHAT ABOUT LIPSTICK?
totals 66 million bushels compared
knowing ones among the audience
stone construction and more than a
THE APPLE CROP
Our St. George Friend Takes seemed cold because nobody went . t,lon for a revival of coastwise traffic
with
94
million
in
1935
and
with
the
that had doubtless gathered to hear
century old. rt is one of the few of
I into hysterics describing the beau
Issue With Boze On the ties of Aroostook. The speakers many old seamen had mourned as these pounds remaining in Maine. Well Below Last Year’s five year average of 98 million An alarm clock attachment to put
him in a mood politely skeptical,
bushels.
gone forever. S
waiting to be shown. Barbirolli came
their chickens on a 12-hour working
The understanding here writes
Bean Question
Mark, and In Maine 35
rmerely said that they thought that
to us almost unknown, meager of re
a
Jefferson
correspondent
is
that
Owners
of
the
stumpy,
little
twois recommended to fanners by
day
| Aroostook had as beautiful scenery
Why not bring in your Christmas
putation. unheralded, a wholly un- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
there
are
but
two
others,
one
in
War

Percent
Lower
stickers
that
were
practically
driven
Prof.
C. G. Card, head of Michigan
including mountains, lakes and
list and let us show you how you can
sensational apparition. He has dis
Schooners Pushaw and M. C. Hart countryside as any place that they off the sea by the motor truck's ren and the other ln Orrington. Jef
State
College's poultry husbandry
The commercial apple crop for the solve your Christmas Shopping prob
closed himself as a musician of taste have hauled up for the winter. —
could remember seeing. They were in speedy competition looked forward to ferson takes sufficient interest in the
department.
Higher egg prices, he
and fire and intensity, electric vital, Schooners Palestine and Dolphin are
ancient pound, regards ft as of United States is now estimated at lem quickly . . . and economically?
accord that visitors could have a a profitable trade carrying pulpwood enou?h
importance,
t0
keep
it
in
good
sensitive, dynamic, experienced: as in the harbor waiting for a chance to
66,201.000 bushels compared with Rytex Printed Stationery comes in a said, would pay the flock owner well
whale of a time for themselves fish to Maine paper mills.
an artist who knows his way among resume their course. —Dean Kalloch
repair and to make provisions for its 65.5C8.C00 bushels expected a month wide variety of styles and size suit for his trouble. Mr. Card recom
ing. hunting, horseback riding, tour
Capt. Robert T Sterling. Portland
able for every member of the family mended an attachment to switch on
the scores he elects to set before us. has gone mate of Sch. Anna Hilton
ing. or just plain sitting around and author engaged In compiling mate maintenance through the years as a ago, 93.866.000 bushels in 1935 and
. . . and the price is only $1.00. post electric lights and rouse the chickens
who has mastered not only his tem for a voyage to New York. —John
eating Aroostook cooking. They Just rial for a history of the Maine coast memorial to the olden days.
perament but his trade. He is al Wall, Ezekiel Jones and John Cook stated facts, but facts, as it happens,
A look at this pound and the 97.895.000 bushels under 'the five year age 10 cents, at The Courier-Gazette. from their sleep a couple of hours
ready. at 36. a conductor of impres arrived home this week from a sum- that are a lot harder to refute than ers. said th/t release of thousands of knowledge of what it cost to build average < 1928-1932). Production in
earlier. He said this would en
acres of stumpage on the mainland gives a graphic idea of the great j the principal eastern and central
INDIAN SUMMER
sive authority."
mer's coasting. —Sch. Exchange' fancies.
courage them to eat more feed and
(For The Courier-Gazette)
and on wooded islands had opened up ohange in conditions which have apple states outside of New England
• • • •
Davis arrived from Portland and J
• • • •
lay more and better eggs.
Warm days and hazy
a new means of livelihood for the taken place in the last 100 years.
My Norwegian friends will be in
is only 86% of last year; bilt 64% of
When smoke settles down.
will take a load of lobsters back.
Having decided that they had what
down-east schoonermen.
Fleecy clouds overhead.
terested in the following item which
When the pound was constructed the five year average.
Steamer M & M. towed a yawl it takes to make a vacation perfect,
Leaves sere and brown.
Substitutions and increased it
Years ago. said Capt. Sterling, its builder was paid $28 for the job
I found in the American Scandi
There
was
rather
general
improve

Cool
nights and frosty.
boat from Thomaston to this place to ' they then went ahead and formed an
ports will be necessary because
Hunter's moon rides high.
paper companies and individuals j Today the labor alone on such a ment in the prospects for the total
navian Review. Autumn issue:
go to New York on Eliza Levensaler Aroostook County Recreational De
Myriads of bright stars
the sharp reduction in grass ai
"Nine hundred singers belonging
bought up large parcels of wood- | Job would MSl many tlmes that slm apple crop during the last month in
In a blue sky:
for Sch. Almeda Willey. —Mrs. Mor- velopment Association. The county
clover seed caused by the droug
Septembers beauty gone.
to 36 singing societies met at the
lands,
which
for
years
were
virtually
,
chan<
.
es
are
that
it
would
be
$500
to
most important eastern and central
No reds or yellow hue.
| ton Barter and daughter, Jennie, will be canvassed and every man.
this Fear, federal experts decla:
frozen assets.
biennial convention of Norwegian
October’s harvest gathered
$1,000 and perhaps more, while the states but this was offset by a mater
I have gone to Boston for a few weeks. woman, and child will be asked to
While October s sky was blue;
Production of seed of some grass
“Now," he said, “the companies whole thing, material, hauling and ial reduction in the State of Wash
American Singing Societies, t^hich
In looking all about us
I —Charles C. Wall returned to Hallo- contribute something to be used in
was cut in half. Of the importa
As days and nights appear.
are releasing them for cutting, port building would be apt to cost $3 ,C00 ington where damage from late
opened in Duluth July 9 This is the
weU where he has employment. —C. advertising and routine expenses The
These signs and tokens show
grasses and clovers sown in tl
able saw mills are being set up. and if not twice that.
22nd biennial meeting of the societbroods of codling moth has been very
That the Indian Summer’s here.
H. Kellar killed a rat, the tail of fellow who has only a dime and con
spring, only alsike clover exceed'
Clara S. Overlook
■ the business of harvesting pulpwood
ties. There were veterans present who
heavy.
In
all
parts
of
the
country
A sign displayed over the entrance
Washington
which was one foot long. Bring on tributes that will have just as much I is growing by leaps and' bounds,
the 1935 production this year.
had attended five or ten of these
to the old pound sets forth the the 1936 apple crop is small due to
your rat tails.
honor and will be thought Just as
meetings and received bronze or
bringing a demand for schooners to following:
Winter injury to trees and damage to
Sch. Brilliant is again on the route much of as the fellow who kicks in
[ carry the wood to the mills."
silver medals. The gold medal went
fruit buds from severe Spring frosts.
“
Jefferson
Cattle
Pound
as packet, having beep thoroughly a hundred dollars. Just how the new
FLORIDA
to J. A Jacobsen of Sioux Palls who
The past few decades have been
In New England the commercial
Built 1829
repaired. Capt. Thomas Hooper in organization will operate is of course '
lean,
indeed,
for
the
coaster
crews.
had attended 20. Social gatherings
apple crop is expected to total 2,840.- I
By Silas Noyes for
command. —Capt. Charles Grover, a uncertain. Future meetings will de- '
and concerts, where the favorite old
Land competition forced the sailor000 bushels compared with 2,557,000I
Twenty-Eight Dollars.'
former resident of this village. Is cide all that.
men to fishing, lobstering, or eking
It has been a good many years bushels expected a month ago. 4.275.in the harbor on board Sch. Dolphin,
One thing, however, was decided,
out an existence at odd jobs.
since
any use of the pound was 000 bushels harvested last year and
bound west with lumber.
namely, that the new bureau will co
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
For years, even after the railroads made, tflbuth in the older days it fre- 5,229,000 bushels the five year aver
The above items were taken from operate wholeheartedly with every
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
Pe?eU_8Wd_‘n^^i?*: ^C°l^|quently hew cattle which had wan-' age (1928-1932.) This prospect is
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
“Town Talk,’’ printed 50 years ago. other organization of its kind in the
schooners provided the only means
• • • •
State. There will be no sectional of transporting freight from Boston, dered from their owner's pastures. about 11% greater than the outlook
My dear Boze, I received your card rivalies started.
There are some in town who can re- a month ago but 34% less than the
Portland or Bangbr to small Eastern
Booklet
June to
on the bean question. You say you
The Maine Development Commis Maine ports. Island communities member when official use of the crop harvested last year and 46%
October
on
less
than
the
five
year
average.
In

;
have
now
turned
to
pea
beans.
My
pound
was
made,
but
they
are
few
sion. and I am sure that I can speak
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
Application
crease in the commercial apple crop
dear friend, I do not see how you for all of the private organizations in particularly, were absolutely de and not easily located.
Hotel
Maselynn
could do this after being born and the State, will welcome the new pendent on the little craft.
At one time the old pound was during October occurred in all New
Stamford
In those days, the stubby, slow,
reared in the good old State of Aroostook association. The more
neglected. Bushes grew up inside its England States except Nesi’ Hamp
Corner Second Street
H. H. Mase
Del. Co.
I Maine, the home of the “yeUow eye." such organizations we have, the bet but picturesque craft dotted the walls and the outside was unkempt, shire. Moderate crops of Northern
N. Y.
Manager
and First Avenae
ocean
daily
off
Maine's
long,
rugged
1 This makes me think the good people ter off we will be and the more people
but the townspeople came to realize Spy. Wealthy and McIntosh have
coastline.
Moderate Rates
j of Massachusetts do not know their we will induce to come to Maine.
that it was a worthwhile institution, been harvested this season while
Their skippers knew little of the
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
Baldwins
are
only
about
a
third
of
' beans, if they still want the pea.
which
in
years
to
come
would
be
And so, people of Aroostook, please fine points of navigation. They sailed
• • • •
a full crop. The fruit in well cared [
accept our congratulations and let us by day, if the wind was fair, and interesting.
I I met Roy at the usual rendezvous
for orchards is of good size, color and
As
a
result
of
this,
steps
were
taken
offer you our help whenever we can. scuttled into the nearest harbor, cove
recently and he appeared very down
for its preservation and proper quality.
—By Earle Doucette
or inlet by night.
hearted. I learned that he had been
Harvestings in the principal eastmarking. It was cleaned and put in
! living alone for a week.
proper condition for use and the tern apple states, including New
“I see you are lame," said I, “what
SOUTH WARREN
town has set up a program for keep England, indicate a crop 43% below
happened to you?"
last year and 37% below the five year
Mrs. Jennie Harvey of Rockland is ing it in constant repair as one of
"Having run short of bread. I
the interesting historical spots of average. The principal box apple
guest of Mrs Ada Spear.
started to bake a couple of loaves.
states of Idaho. Washington, Oregon
the community.
Mrs. Mary Skay of East Union and
My wife always keeps her flour in a
and California estimate their crop at
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith of Rock
sack which I proceeded to get, along
29 million bushels, 11% short of the
PATIENCE
land were recent callers at Mrs Rose
RATES:
with six yeast cakes. I only wanted
crop harvested last year and 29%
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Single »2B-SW-JU
Marshall's.
j two loaves and wanted them to rise
below the five year average.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Sunning themselves ln the sunshine,
Double
h«-4i» 4 U
Mrs.
Rachel
Overlock
entertained
Washing themselves In the rain.
'quickly and high. They did! Help
The total production of apples in
Sleeping under the snow drifts.
several friends Friday at a knotting Waiting till Spring comes again.
i arrived in the person of Ernest R.
AIL ROOMS WITH BATH
Maine is estimated at 576,000 bushels
WINTER SCHEDULE
AND UP
500 Rooms
and it took both of us 10 minutes to
at her home.
Spocal wttkly rat«S
1936—1937
which is only about 65% of last year’s
Oh. sweet little flowers, we miss you,
lyu/wi »ith»'
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 14
Your Old Range Taken in
get that, bread from the oven. My
Ira Perry was one of the fortunate But patient also we must be.
crop and 49% of the five year aver
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
’s nothing on God's earth si
Exchange
deer hunters in town. He provided a For there
} stove is beyond repair. You sold my
RADIO
age. (1928-1932). Baldwins in Maine
SERVICE TO
needful
Atlantic Ranges are available In
SERVIDOR
wife calcine plaster instead of flour, VINALHAVEN, NO. HAVEN, STONING venison supper Thursday with all the As the patience we learn from Thee
are
a
light
crop
this
year
being
re

TON, ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S
Delora E. Morrill
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
Elmer."
TUB "• SHOWER
“fixin’8” for his fellow Grange mem
ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Rockport
ported at 26% of a full crop. Mc
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Elmer E. Allen
Read Down
Read Up bers and a few invited guests. The
Intosh
are
reported
as
34%
of
a
full
MANGER
A. M.
P. M.
Tenants Harbor. Nov. 19
crop. Wealthy 45%, Northern Spy
5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND ............ Ar 6.00 supper served under Mrs. Perry’s
6.30 Lv STONINGTON ................. I.V 4.40 leadership elicited many favorable
50% and Ben Davis 29%. The com
7.30 Lv North Haven ..................... Lv 3.30
« NORTH STATION
The first law providing for bar 8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN ...
Lv 2.45 comments as to the quantity and ex
mercial production of 400,000 bushels
'a. HZP-frtmyeur
ROOM'
.^Quickly checked
berry control was passed in France in 9.30 Ar ROCKLAND ..................... Lv 1.30 cellency of the repast which was en
compares with 588.000 bushels last
Subject to change without notice
i
without "dosing."
TEL. 9o0
1660. more than 200 years before
joyed by about 65.
year and a five year average pro
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND scientific knowledge connected wheat
STEAMBOAT CO.
There will be a meeting Thursday
duction of 1.147,000 bushels. The 1936
47-tl
Telephone 402
Rockland. Me.
on
VapoRub commercial crop in the United States
rust damage with the plant.
137-tI of Good Will Grange.
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